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thoughtful consideration.” But when we are nailing a thesis general attained I am ready for “plain talk” with you as
to a popular church door it is not wise to stick at a harsh “ neighbor and friend.”
You say men writers do not deal as harshly with women
word to convey our detestation of what we condemn. Or
when we find the devil in our chamber, I do not fancy our as women writers do with men. Are your intense person
“self-poise” is destroyed if we fling an ink-stand at his alities to me proof of that assertion ?
It seems to me that in all that ordinary men write of
head.
If to be “calm, tranquil and seif-poised” means that I women there is the same error of judgment, the same
should not promulgate my shrinking from the misconcep misconception of conditions and circumstances, the same
tions of misconceived men, then indeed I am not calm, I am inability to put themselves in our place that ordinary
women manifest in their strictures of men.
not tranquil, I am not self-poised.
Christ himself was goaded into calling hard names, but he 1 But it all tends toward equilibrium, to a repudiation of all
never hurled an epithet that did not hit its mark. I never arbitrary distinctions and to a coming togetb|m<|t rnen and
aimed a harsh term at you personally, nor insinuated that women, male and female, on the plane '^^IS^^feternal
your passional nature were not “ cultured, chastened and re mutuality.
REPLY TO MR. MOODY.
Again I agree with you that all men who have any “jusls
fined to a state of pure innocence,” though I must be per
BY HELEN NASH.
mitted to doubt that being the case, or else you would have claim to self-repect do treat women in the spirit of candor,
Your letter in last week’s paper, amounting to a severe preserved your equilibrium under my strictures. I have fairness and deferential reverence.” But if those men do
criticism of a letter of mine that appeared in the Weekly of never met man or woman whose nature was in such a crys not hurl at women “ coarse, rude and contemptuous
July 17, is noted. I fail to see bow a man of your mental tallized state. Christ furnishes the fairest ideal, yet he epithets,” there are plenty, even'a majority of men who do;
scope and deep insight into the sexual principle could so mis dropped bloody sweat in Gethsemane, and was so far thrown andtheres are other who are not above the insinuation that a
understand and misquote me. You put words and thoughts out of “poise” as to be tempted of Satan, and sometimes certain woman has been “coarse, rude and contemptuous,”
to my account that I never used and never entertained; and ■got so far out of the eternal calm and stupendous tranquility when she is not aware of sue a being the fact. ®
in the beginning you leave out a most important qualifying as to “ call names,” and pass “ harsh judgment.”
When men tell women plain truths, and vice versa, I do
clause. You say that I say that, “ Whenever I have been ap
You are pleased to draw it fine—pardon the slang!—on my not consider that either “coarse, rude or contemptuous.”
proached,” etc., when I said, “ In nearly every instance illustration of the caterpillar and the butterfly. You evidently But there be men and women whose heads are too sore to
when I have been approached,” etc., and then comes the comprehended my meaning, that is enough for me. But if bear the truth. Let us strive to get into an atmosphere where
qualifying clause which you omit, and which reads, “By the caterpillar has arrived at that point where, as you say, we can justly criticise without being offensively personal.
men considering me as a woman of avowed advocacy of free “ indulgence is not desired,” I say all hail to the ugly, crawl
Not long since a journal of vulgar status slurred me for ex
principles ”—that clause I think, you may not, makes a vast ing grub!
pressing my views as I do in the Weekly. The paper judged
difference with the meaning as you have put it.
We must be cautious in our use of terms. We all need to me from its standpoint, while you, sir, it seems to me, have
There are men who approach me simply as a woman shel
take
a lesson of the caterpillar in that matter of “ indul stooped from your high estate to cast at me innuendoes un
tered from their rampant and perverted passions by the re
gence,”
for indulgence implies an undisciplined state. But worthy a man who reverences my sex as you flatter yourself
straints of society. With all such I find no difficulty in main
you
did
not consider the strict meaning of the word. I give you do.
taining my “self-poise,” for they are on their good behavior.
I speak of men in general. 1 may misVse terms. Whether
you
that
grace. I merely suggest how liable we are to mis •
There are other men who approach me as a raging lion, seek
you think it just or not to “load our sex” with the surplus
take
intrinsic
meaning
by
a
careless
use
of
terms.
You
seem
ing whom they may devour, for the reason that their idea of
of passional brutality, let me assure you there be not wanting
a free woman is a licentious woman; and they therefore to have an insight into the nature of caterpillars that I have advanced thinkers among men who have set it down that the
not
obtained
and
that
1-did
not
need
to
convey
my
meaning.
think me as heedless of all restraint as they are themselves
prostitution of a part of my sex is necessary to the virtue of
disposed to be; that restraint which society imposes, not a I supposed a sexual instinct was peculiar to all animate na the rest!
ture,
though
I
am
forced
to
the
conclusion
that
it
is
with
healthful, natural restraint, found in normal condition, but
1 grant you it is not equitable that the sexual status of mera
a super-imposed suppression that makes monsters of men many human beings as it is with the lower orders, only a dull, and women is as it is; and there is something higher than
unappreciated
instinct,
nevertheless,
a
desire
all
the
same,
and nonentities of women.
justice—Equity! Despite your desire to look at this matter
’Tis not essential, however, that you, sir, should “ inquire capable of wearing wings when it shall have burst the chrys from an equitable standpoint, the glaring inequality must b©
alis.
into the moral state ” of the men who approach me. I am
Did I say anything to make you doubt that I, too, believe apparent just as long as one sex is prostituted in and out of
more interested in such inquiry than you can be. And when
that,
“as we ascend in the scale of being, the truest and no marriage to the “necessities” and the “legal demands” of
I find men seeking me for the gratification of a perverted
blest
uses
of our sexual natures are revealed?” Or did I im the other sex.
passion, only to despise me should I be so unwise as to yield
Men are sufferers with women; for the necessity that de ply
that
there
are no men and women who have had glimpses
my “ self-poise,” only to add still more the savor of death
mands a prostitute is equally as deplorable as the passivity
of
that
truth?
Methinks
not.
“
Let
the
galled
jade
wince,”
unto death, both to them and to myself, methinks I should
that makes one. But a dual wrong can never make an eter
be more than mortal if my higher sense did not warn me by not you, sir, whose withers are unwrung.
nal equality. I strive for the true equality of men and wo
’Tis my misfortune to be misunderstood by one whose fair men which can only be consummated by ignoring ownership,
a natural shrinking. Perhaps there are some souls that can
stand calm and self-poised amidst the wreck of worlds, but report I would e’en make effort to obtain. But I say with in souls.
you that one of my paragraphs was not “ wisely written”—if
they must be superior to all danger.
I coincide with nearly all your ideas as to the principle of
Your conception of sexuality is high, and in your criticism I can assume that any were. I, too, am prone to use terms sex. I may say all indeed. You have so well expressed my
of me 1 discern a master-mind. Criticism is good ’or the that are not the right words in the right places. That word own thoughts that the sharp edge of your letter lies in the
mental soul. I recognize the critic in you, sir, but must tell “ never” was a mistake; my use of it was careless. If I had fact of your misconception of me. Let me, in conclusion,
you that you have fallen into the error which is the bane of known you when I wrote it I should, perhaps, have been im abjure you to be “ tender,” for “ faithful, earnest and thought
criticism, and turns its point against itself; you have been pelled to substitute “ rarely” in its place.
ful” I perceive you are.
intensely personal by innuendo, though you disavow any
When you speak of the “test of experience” you put a
such intention.
stone into the hands of malicious detractors wherewith to
GOOD NEWS.
However, I hope I am sufficiently “self-poised” to bear stone me to death. My experience is nobody’s business!
“ We are living, we are dwelling
ever a direct personality without getting “mad,” though I Experience is a dear teacher, and fools learn under no other.
In a grand and awful time;
will “ talk back!”
Must I be a fool in order to know by experience what he who
In an age on ages telling;
To be living is sublime,”
I know that from my standpoint, and from your own, you runs inay read? You are at liberty to draw your own conclu
have misconceived me. It seems to me you must have been sions as to my “experience,” but when you insinuate that my
As the truths that are destined to remote the old heaven
touched by my general strictures on your sex, therefore you judgment is good for nothing unless that fools’ tutor has and the old earth burst into view one by one, the above lines
felt impelled to take up the cudgels for men in general, formed it, you state a fallacy that can be splintered into bits become invested with a still deeper significance. When the
using for examples men in particular who are marked excep by logic. I can judge of the action of rank poison on others Steinway Hall speech went forth to the world my soul thank
tions to the rule; rare men, who meet and cross a woman’s without subjecting my own nature to its inroads, and so des ed God and took courage. I could see the law underlying
path like the visits of angels—men like Mill, Emerson, troying all capacity to benefit by the antidote.
the positions therein taken, and knew that when rightly
Spencer, whom you cite.
It was not my intention to go as far with caterpillars and understood the tendency would be to remove, instead of in
Your views of this question of sex, its uses and abuses, ex butterflies as you have done; for they are normal, while men crease, the evils which our enemies ignorantly interpret us
actly meet mine. I discern in you a man who has investi and women are perverted; therefore we can not make them to advocate. But as 1 worked in this field I found myself
gated the subject carefully, reverently and wisely. But you analogous by any sophistry. I admit that the sexes must constantly crippled through the power that wealth wielded
have not yet sufficient understanding to be invulnerable to a keep pace either in perversion or perfection. As perversion against unpopular opinions. I saw, too, more clearly than ever
random shaft that has struck home and hit where it was not istherule, men overstimulated (exceptions prove the rule) and that the poor were in the power of the rich ; that wealth and
aimed.
women chilled into incapacity (exceptions prove the rule beggary walked side by side;, the wealthy man growing still
Who of us is so enlightened, so perfected, that under the again), from that stand-point I treat the subject; and I do richer upon the products of the foil that, in becoming his, de
■ting of cruel misrepresentation we can say: “Father, for heartily and perhaps harshly condemn the “ social forms that prived his neighbor of legitimate support.
give them for they know not what they do?” You take my sin against the strength of youth’’—the “social lies that
I saw all fhis and much more that must be removed ere
view precisely when you say, “ we need education, culture— warp us from the living truth.”
the^e can be real or permanent success in any great moral
■pot harsh judgment and condemnation, hut earnest and »ut irom a nigne? piano man men and women bwe
Still I could, not sea the law underlying this great
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in order to avoid such awful consequences, but which not
having done, the human race to-day is paying the penalty for.
Oh, no! his darkened intellect is not able to take in such
“bosh” as that, it is for some grudge that God has against
him (ihe Reverend) that he is suffering so terribly.
He is sorry for the “chap” who was so “beguiled” at Karns
“ December 30, 1870.
City, but concludes that he is comfortable, and will let him
“ Wearied with importunity and weakened by sickness, I gave a letter
alone. And so he should, for fear another Beecher-Tilton
inculpating my friend Henry Ward Beecher, under assurances that that
slander ease might follow, although said “chap” is not easily
would remove all difficulties between me and my husband.
beguiled by ministers! I have learned through his paper the
“E. K. Tilton.”
name of the owner of a very large pair of ears that was just
“ Saturday Morning, December 31,1870.
“ My Dear Friend Frank: I want you to do me the greatest possi in front of me on the evening of the lecture, and annoyed me
ble favor. My letter which you have, and the one I gave Mr. Beecher at very much, in fact, almost obstructed my view of Mrs. Woodhull, so that I had to move from side to side, in. order to keep
his dictation last evening, ought both to be destroyed.
“ E. E. Tilton.”
my eyes on her grand, earnest, impassioned, fascinating
Now turning to the testimony before the investigating f SC© !
He consoles himself at the last by saying, “ She has come
committee, we find the following questions by Mr. Hill, and
and gone, and her utterances (a very fine word that for him
answers by Mrs. Tilton:
“ Mr. Hill—In July, 1870, had you any conversation with Mr. Tilton to use) will fade from memory as rapidly as her flight to
other scenes.”
in regard to his own habits and his own associations?
I hate to disturb his serenity, but I must say that tjie words
“Mrs.Tilton—Yes, sir, I had.
“ Mr. Hill—Did he make any confession to you of criminality with of Victoria C. Woodhull will never fade from the memory of
other ladies?
any intelligent mind that has ever heard her. She is sowing
“ Mrs. Tilton—Yes, sir.
seed that will spring up in every noble heart that is capable of
“ Mr. Hill—And did you say that was about July, 1870?
receiving it, and bear fruit a thousand-fold more valuable than
“ Mrs. Tilton—Yes, sir.”
the wild, sour, bitter apples of Sodom “that this dwarfed
Now, taking the letter first quoted, “I told Mr. Beecher tree of orthodoxy” is dealing out to those who are looking to
that at the time of my confession T. had made similar con him for something to satisfy their hunger. Oh, how long will
fessions to me of himself,” together with the letter and testi humanity ask for bread and receive a stone. My God, raise
mony fixing the date and character of the crime confessed^ up a thousand Victorias that this generation may begin to
and we have the full confession of Mrs. Tilton. Its substance see Thy redemption.
Mks. L. T. R. Akin.
can be stated in a single sentence, as follows: “ In July, 1870,
Karns City, Sept. 25, 1875.
I confessed adultery with Henry Ward Beecher to my hus
The above needs no comment.
band, Theodore Tilthn.” No wonder Beecher and his law
yers did not want to\see her on the witness-stand.
Barnegat, N. J., Sept. 16, 1875.
It is plain that Mrs. Tilton, denying adultery with Mr*
Dear Weekly—l am down here among a host of relatives, all
Beecher, would have* been a witness more damaging than of whom are shouting-Methodists of the true-blue order, and
useful to him. To rebut her testimony it would have been 1 am now writing this in the same room where two are en
necessary only to bring herself up as a witness against her
gaged in a very warm discussion as to the efficacy of prayer.
self. Her self-contradiction would hawe been further
They have a queer idea of it, too, and think that regular
strengthened by the testimony of Miss Susan B. Anthony, stated times should be set apart for the ceremony, and also
Mrs. Bradshaw, Mr. and Mrs. Richards, and the other per have decided that the position is important; that a prayer,
sons to whom she confessed her crime. The woman who so
offered otherwise than in the orthodox attitude of abasement,
repeatedly by word of mouth, in her husband’s presence and
will be of but little avail. Incidentally, my opinion was
away from him, had confessed her adultery with her pastor, asked in regard to this last item, and I quite horrified my
was certainly not a witness Mr. Beecher would desire; and it sanctified friends by deolai’ing that the only way I prayed,
is not surprising that he did not dare call her, though he efficaciously, was by throwing my shoulders squarely back,
knew that at the start, she weuld swear to his guiltlessness. and holding my head up like a soldier, and saying: “I de
Legally, his attorneys had justification in keeping her off the sire to obtain a certain thing or quality, and I will have it if
stand. They were not bound to cut their own throats. But earnest purpose and work can accomplish it;” and that in no
how is it morally ? Can any one say that this case has really other way had ever prayer of mine been answered. I am
been investigated until Mrs. Tilton’s evidence has been afraid I have disgraced myself forever here, but will try to
taken under cross-examination, and followed by that of her keep still a week longer. Excuse this trespass upon your
self in writing and in speech as furnished by her own letters time, and believe me to be your friend,
Clara L.
and her verbal communications to her friends ? It is because
of these legally undeveloped facts, added to those already in
GEMS EROM FOURIER.
proof, all so surely pointing to guilt, that the conviction that
Selected by A. Cridge.
Mr. Beecher committed adultery with Mrs. Tilton is far
ON THE RELATIONS OF THE SEXES.
(From the N. T. Sun, Sept. 24, 1875.)
stronger since the trial, among all classes of people, than it
(Continued.)
THE TRUE INWARDNESS OE BEECHER’S GUILT. was before that partial investigation.
Proposed graduated scale of sexual relations (for the Har
There are many striking points in the Beecher adultery,
OLD AND NEW.
monic periods):
case that have not been clearly elucidated before the public.
Transient possessor; fixed possessor; generator; epoux
In early days, when fancy held
It will be remembered that Mr. Tilton’s counsel offered to
(spouse),
where one child is generated; Un-epoux, where two
My
heart
in
bondage,
strong
and
sweet,
waive all objection to the introduction of Mrs. Tilton as a
children have been generated by the same father (iv., 113.)
And youthful aspirations swelled
witness for Mr. Beecher, and that the counsel for the defen
To glad fruition ’neath my feet,
As in grammar two negatives make an affirmative, so in
dant, though the road was thus made clear for her appearance
No dream of fame allured my soul,
conjugal arrangement two prostitutions are equal to one
on the stand, declined to offer her as a witness.
Beguiling it to heights above;
virtue!—(iv., 120 )
.
It was known that Mrs. Tilton had confessed her adultery
A sweeter influence had control,
Commerce and love are the two branches of our relations
with Mr. Beecherto several persons; and to this circumstance
And all my dreams were dreams of love.
in which falsehood is most dominant—(iv„ 293.)
was attributed the refusal of Mr. Beecher’s lawyers to call
If (public) opinion despises the pleasure which is simply
Then skies above were always bright;
herto the witness-stand. She would, of course, have begun
The earth around me ever fair;
material,
it does the same for that which is merely spiritual
by flatlv denying any criminality with her pastor; but her
Eor hearts whose love is infinite
—re-uuion where there is no table, no dance, no love, nothing
testimony would have been rebutted by that of the persons
Can make an Eden anywhere.
for the senses, and where one enjoys only in the imaginato whom she had confessed her sin. There was, however, an
I thought the future bald for me
tjon._guch
a re-union, denuded of the composite, or
other and a more decisive reason for the course of Mr.
The calmest joys, the gentlest fate,
pleasures
of
the
senses and of the soul in combination, be
Beecher’s counsel, which has not heretofore been understood.
And planned that househo d goods should be
comes insipid to itself, and cannot go far without becoming
The precious things of my estate.
The fact is that Mrs. Tilton, over her own signature, and
tiresome—(iv!, 109.)
'through her evidence before the so-called investigating com
How strange is all on which I gaze!
A love without sympathy, as that of the prostitute, is a
mittee, when she was not wearied by importunity, nor in any
The past—how far away it seems!
simple group and contemptible, because the material impulse
way under the direction or influence of her husband, had
Ah, me, hut those were foolish days!
is the only motive. And, on the other hand, two sentimental
fully confessed her adultery with Mr. Beecher, and confirmed
Ah, me, but those were foolish dreams!
and chaste lovers are a couple of dupes, if not being hampered
the statement of Mr. Tilton as to the date of her confession
The love that came to other souls
by watchers, they confine themselves to the spiritual bond or
Around my doorway never grew!
of the crime to him.
simple group. All simple liberties are despised in the
I waited years and years—and then?
It was proved in the trial that Mr. Moulton, having been
material and ridiculed in the spiritual with rare exceptions—
Why, then I planned my life anew!
told by Mr. Beecher that Mrs. Tilton had informed him that
(iv 349.)
her husband had confessed adultery to her at the time of her
GAMUT OF THE ACCORDS OF FRIENDSHIP AND LOYE.
confession to him of her adultery with her pastor, sought an
From the Parker City Daily.
Low Accords.
interview with Mrs. Tilton, when she declared to him that
EROM KARNS CITY.
Yisuism, or Character
Love.
she had not told Mr. Beecher that Theodore had confessed
Deg Note. Eriendship.
of flight.
A FAULTY EDITOR TAKEN TO TASK.
any adultery of his own to her; and secondly, that it was not
Convergent eye.
Heterophily, Heterogamy,
0 Do,
E
ditor
D
aily
—
I
find
on
reading
the
Millerstown
Review
HSil
asinique
(mule-eyed).
Monogamy,
true that Tilton had made such confession. Yet, a short
1 Do-do, Monophily.
Cameleon-like eye.
Hemigamy,
S Do-re, Hemiphily,
time after this interview she wrote Moulton a letter, of which (a little paper which I have never heard of until within
Mean Accords.
a week), that there is another “ animal” whom the sight of
Mie following is an extract:
Androgamy,
Victoria
C.
Woodhull
has
affected
bad!y.
He
don’t
like
her;
Co-terrestrial eye
or Fidelhy
“ DBA.B Francis—I did tell you two falsehoods at your last visit.
3 Do-mi, Androphily,
simple,
she gave him an attack of Ugh! U-g-h! U—g h!
* * * * I will now put myself on record truthfully.
Crypt
ogamy,
As far as I have heard, this is the second dissenting voice
“1 told Mr. Beecher that at the time of my confession, T. had made
Co-aerial eye.
or infidelity
4 Do-fa, Hermaphily,
similar confessions to me of himself, but no developments as to persons. from those who attended her lectures. The first was Ben.
simple,
When you then asked for your own satisfaction‘Was it so?’I told my Hogan, a well known character (of the kind she says do not
Delphigamy,
Co-aromal eye.
or Infidelity,
second lie. * * * Yet, I do think, Francis, had not T.’s angry, admire her) through the oil region, who was heard to say,
5 Do-sol, MultipMly,
compound,
troubled face been before me, I would have told you the truth. * * * when, leaving the opera house at Petrolia, whither he had
Phanerogamy,
You may show this to T., or Mr. B., or any one. An effort made for the gone to hear her (for what purpose those who know him can
Co-aquatic eye.
or Fidelity
6 Do-la, Phanerophily,
trutiu
Wretchedly,.
“Elizabeth.”
compound,
imagine), that she was a “fraud”—in other words, not what
In the above letter the fact is clearly proved that there was he look her for, and he was consequently disappointed.
Somnambulic eye.
TJltragamy,
7 Do-si, Ultraphily,
Diaphanic, co-igneous, or
a confession made by his wife to Mr. Tilton. The date of
This time it is the Rev. (Jack) A. S. (S) Thorne, who must,
.Omnigamy,
ultra ethereal eye.
8 Do-do, Omniphily,
this confession is fixed in the following extract from a docu like St. Paul, be terribly afflicted with“a thorn in the flesh,”to
—(Yol. iv., p. 363.)
ment dated Dec. 16,1872.
give vent to such heart-rending groans and writhiugs, caused,
[Remark.—In the preceding table I have omitted some
“ In July, 1870, prompted by my duty, I informed my husband that H. no doubt, as he says, “ by his knowing more about this social
W Beecher, my friend and pastor, had solicited me to be a wife to him, evil than Victoria herself.” I hope he is not as badly afflict columns, the meaning of which seems not v^iy o vious or
together with all that this implied. Six months afterward my husband ed as David once was—Psalms 88: 3, 11. But if he is, being a practical, and the insertion of which would be mechanically
difficult. I do not understand many that are retained, bu
left impelled to have an interview with Mr. Beecher. In order that Mr.
Christian minister, he must try and bear it with fortitude, as
B might know exactly what I had said to my husband, I wrote a brief
presume that enlarged experiences may develop their mean
statement (I have forgotten in what form), which my husband showed to an “inscrutible dispensation of Providence,” not a punish ing
ment
_
understood to mean
ment for
for outraging
outraging the
the laws
laws of
of nature,
nature, as
as Mrs.
Mrs. Woodhull
Woodhull bebe mg and value.]
(Mr. Beecher.
“Elizabeth.”

question; could not see the power out of balance that kept
tipping the results of the labor of the poor into the laps of
the rich.
At length I met an uneducated working man who has
given me an answer to my questionings; one whose early ad
vantages, or rather disadvantages, were such that he never
read a page of grammar till he was thirty-five years of age,
yet his mind has been active, and he has questioned this un
balanced condition of things till, I believe, he has found the
key that will unravel the mystery; in fact, that he has
already done so.
I have aided him in putting what he had written into shape
to be published in pamphlet form, and it will soon be ready
for the reader, perhaps before this will reach the public eye,
and I feel that 1 cannot do a better work than to say to all
the readers of the Weekly, “ Buy and read this little
pamphlet, entitled “Economic Science, or the Law of
Balance in the Sphere of Wealth.”
There are many things therein that X have heard advocated
before, partially at least; but I have never found the under
lying law stated and carried to its legitimate conclusion.
The reasons are so clearly given that neither the learning nor
the sophistry of the schools will, I am satisfied, be able to set
them aside.
I dare hardly hope that our nation will be wise enough to
act upon the principles here brought to view, for wealth is
tenacious of its grasp; but soon or late this present unjust,
unbalanced condition of things must break in pieces of its
own weight, and then we shall want something lasting upon
which to reconstruct.
But if there is any method by which the coming conflict
between industry and wealth can be avoided, it is through
the adoption of the principles laid down in this pamphlet. I
do not claim for it the scholarly finish of the trained scientist,
but I do claim that its positions are those of common sense
and common justice.
The pamphlet will do good, and the man to whose thought
we are indebted for it, though till recently knowing nothing
of spiritualism, and claiming to be a materialist, is, as I fully
believe, an agent or instrument in the hands of the spirit
world to work its will in helping the cause of progress forward.
Those ;$tio desire this pamphlet can have it mailed to them
by senSfliPme price (25 cents) to Gael Densmore, Concord
avenue, Summerville, Mass., during October. I name him
instead of the publisher because he is a poor man, and the
large percentage that publishers ask for selling will thus be
secured to him. Or, if parties desire my new book, “ Nothing
Like It; or, Steps to the Kingdom,” by sending me$l 75 they
can, till the first of November, have it and the pamphlet post
paid. My address till that time will be, No. 9 Montgomery
Place, Boston, Mass., in care of Banner of Light.
And now that the Weekly may continue to prosper, and
bless both editors and readers, is the prayer of
Lois Waisbrookek.
Boston, Sept. 24,1875.

written renewal of the confession made six months previous,
that is to say, it is in other words, the confession of Decem
ber 29,1870; and the character of this confession is deter
mined clearly by the two following notes, one of which is
known as Mrs. Tilton’s recantation:

The brief statement referred to in the above extract, was a

Jieves it to be and warns ber hearers to study and understand* Heterophily and h

g

y
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Resolved, That we appeal to the thinking men and women
companiments of an abundant currency; if you think it of the world to wear clothing conducive to health, comfort
friendship and love of the gregarious or indiscriminate order. necessary I would suggest a tabulated statement of the num
and freedom, for suffering virtue’s sake.
This is the degree of many or most opponents of sexual ber of idle men and women in the different cities of this
Resolved, That the thanks of this conrention are tendered
freedom. CEil asinique refers to the peculiarity in the sight country and Europe, and the number of tramps in the
of mules, which renders them unaffected by dizziness on the country begging for work or bread, and a list of the rates of to the city newspapers for the fair reports of its proceedings.
edges of precipices-a condition partially reachedlby masons wages paid to those in employment; if more is needed a list
(From the Oil City. Derrick.)
and others; but its relation to monogamy, etc., is unex of the number of mills and manufactories stopping work and
THE SOCIAL QUESTION.
plained. Hemigamy is where one person is both physically reducing wages may cause some anxiety for the future, and a
Editor Derrick—The candid hearing that has been ac
and spiritually attracted to one of the opposite sex, who can copy of Fitz John Porter’s $1.60 per day order would not be
only respond in one of those modes. One form of it is that out of place in this community. For the middlemen we have corded to Mrs. Woodhull throughout the Oil Region, and es
wherein both are at the outset mutually attracted, but un a variety to select from, you all have a few that you can spare pecially in our own city, is significant of the awakening of
equal opportunities or unequal capacities of growth cause one for that occasion. “ To Let” is a good motto and admits of a the people to a sense of the evil in question, and indicates
to spiritually outgrow the other. To this the isolated house variety of appeals to all kinds and all tastes; This Store is that at least all mock modesty will be put aside, and the
hold naturally tends by confining the woman to household good; This Mill, This House, This Office, This Shop, are all question be fairly met and discussed in an intelligent man
duties, while the man travels and grows by superior facilities taking if not taken; and then there is this better one to fall ner, in all its bearings upon society and the welfare of the
back on, as the’owners do: “For Sale;” it will satisfy all tastes human race. That it is a question that calls for discussion,,
of social intercourse.
The condition designated androgamy, or simple fidelity, is as the sellers offer to do, and from a few real estate offices you and an evil that (cries aloud for redress, we need no betteir
understood to mean something inherent rather than forced can obtain enough to cover all the walls. Another cffiss^ of proof than is furnished by the multitudinous social scandals
or formal; and also to indicate that the relation, though trades may be appealed to by another kind of motto, Selling that come to our ears.
The great Brooklyn Beecher-Tilton scandal,has its counter
harmonious, is only so in the degree termed in music fourths. Off at Cosf’is good ;“Below Oosf’is better,and“At a Sacrifice”
Very few, however, in civilization, have reached, or can reach, is best. Others may be reached by a notice or two of a conso part in almost every town, hamlet and cross-roads settlement
lidation of two or more monopolies, the Western Union and in Christendom. If this state of affairs does not indicate that
higher harmonies.
Cryptogamy designates the concealed infidelity (sexually) Atlantic & Pacific, for example—and the number of agents or there is something “rotten in Denmark,” what is its import?
of one party, and delphigamy the concealed infidelity of both middlemen wiped out in the process. It might appeal to the The handwriting upon the wall of our social palace is only
parties on a relation supposed to be exclusive. At least I so fears of the middlemen as the notice of the invention of the too legible, and it is of no use to close our eyes; we have got,
understand it. Phanerogamy is, I think, used to denote new labor saving machine raises dread in the minds of those sooner or later, to read it.
freedom on both sides. I do not know what is signified by now seeking employment. I do not know if you desire mot
The fact that women stay away from the discussion of this*
the seventh and eighth degrees, but the word “omnigamy” toes for the bondholders or money lenders, but send a few in subject only proves that they stand on lower ground on this
could not be intended by Fourier to be understood in the case you need them. A list of the States and cities that have question (as well as upon others which so nearly affect their
sense currently used, and which he would designate hetero been compelled to repudiate their bonds might awaken thought welfare) than do men. It is of no use to pretend that their
if not fear, and a table showing the inability of the people sense of delicacy kept them away. When did their sense of
gamy.
By the “ oo-aromal eye,” I understand the opening of the to pay their pound of flesh would awaken both. The Shylocks delicacy ever prevent their discussing among themselves
spiritual sight or senses, and its correspondence with “ Del might like one like this :“Money to Loan for 2 Per Cent at Call, every petty, prying scandal Mrs. Grundy chooses to originate ?
phigamy ” may indicate the relation known to exist between for We Dare not Lend on any Security except from Day to It was a woman who was to present the subject, and if any
the development of the affections and the growth of the Day.” Thenyouhave the notice of the failure of Duncan Sher body was to stay away from a sense of delicacy it should,
spirit. It may be that some Spiritualists instinctively work man & Co, Bank of California, Sterling, Ahrens & Co., etc—the have been men, not women. Women are supposed to b©
toward and feel that which Fourier, half a century ago, saw list is innumerable, and you will have a great variety to select naturally more moral and virtuous, in the common accepta
and defined, as in this “ Gamut,” and also when he writes: from if you have patience till we get down to bed rock. Last tion of the word, than men. If this is so, then there was less
“ Harmony becomes more extended and brilliant if applied but not least you have another that will answer for all pur danger of their being corrupted by anything false or vulgar
to masses instead of couples.”
poses. You took it from us in the Park and hid it; you flatter which might be presented than their husbands, brothers or
But here we reach the land of the socially unknown, where yourselves thatyou have so changed it by changing our motto, sons, and they should have been there to guard them against
few, if any, have yet penetrated; but it is a land we or pos Liberty, to the badge of slavery, Auction Sale, that we do not evil by refuting and denouncing anything presented that was
terity must traverse, and, therefore, it is well to investigate recognize it as it floats from your doors and windows; but we false and demoralizing.
We fail to see wherein the idea that woman is man’s supe
have not forgotten our flag though you may keep it and use
rather than dogmatise.
The butterfly or passion for alternation—races, soils, it at present on condition that if our brothers from the coun rior in virtue conserves the cause of purity. We believe it
stomachs, hearts—all need alternation or variety.
need it as they tramp, tramp, tramp through our streets tends to license men to greater latitude; they justifying
Je le Mens de lous les epoux;
this winter they may have it on call. We do this, for who themselves that they are only conforming to their natures,
Tel est I’effet du manage;
knows but what you yet may be the teie de armie. Yours, while it renders women hypocritical so far as their own con
L’ennui se glisse parme nous
Wm. A. A. Cabsey, 58 3rd ave N. Y.
duct is concerned, and bitter and unrelenting toward others
Au serri du plus heureux menage.
of their sex who may not have been as successful in their hy
Notre femme a heaucoup d’appas;
pocrisy as themselves. Like any other sham it takes a deal
Editors
Woodhull
and
Claflin’s
Weekly—I
have
some
Celle du voisin n’en a vuere;
of lying and pretense to sustain it, but it is only a sham after
thoughts
on
your
“New
Departure,’’which
may
be
of
interest
Mais Ton vent ce que i on n’a pas,
to that portion of your readers who look upon your theory all, for every offense necessarily involves both sexes.
Et ce qu’on a cesse de plaire.
The reproduction of the human race is a subject too re
Free Translation—Fanni will insinuate itself even where of everlasting life in the body as being contrary to natural
plete with the interests, elevation and salvation of humanity
law,
and
hence
unworthy
of
a
candid
investigation.
The
the marriage relations and surroundings are the most con
to be looked upon as impure or obscene. Neither should it
genial; that which one has ceases to please, and that which more I read your articles on life, the more am I convinced
be consigned to the domain of ignorance.
one has not becomes an object of desire, though intrinsically that some of the sayings of Jesus have a deeper and far more
Our whole mode of treating this question has a tendency
important
meaning
than
is
generally
attributed
to
them
less attractive. (These lines are quoted by Fourier probably
The “old, old” story of Adam and the forbidden fruit, when to produce a morbid curiosity in the minds of children of
from Rousseau.)
both sexes. It is in vain to ignore to a child a subject which
It is not there discussed whether God was right or wrong in viewed in the light of facts that come under our own obser
is a vital part of its being, and which is sure to assert its in
giving to human beings such-and-such passions; the Societary vation, is not so devoid of truth as some would have us
fluence either for good or evil at no remote day. Better look
Order (social stages succeeding civilization) employs them believe.
the subject squarely in the face, and call not that which God
Life
in
any
degree
is
dependent
upon
conditions,
and
men
without changing anything, and as God has given them—(v.,
A Woman.
live long or die soon according as they comply with these con has created common or unclean.
137.)
Our legislation is designed, if one believes in it, to rally all ditions. It is on this theory that we account for one man
NEW BOOKS.
humanity to the august truth; and, to succeed, it organizes living a hundred years while another dies at twenty-five.
“ Health Fragments; or, Steps Toward a True Life,” by
the relations of love in such a manner as to bring out uni Also, why the mortality of children of modern respectable (?)
versal falsehood, to stimulate each sex to hypocrisy, to a parents is so much greater than that of our grand parents Geo. H. and Susan Everett, has been received from its pub
lisher. It is an octavo book of nearly 300 pages, and contains
secret rebellion against the law. Love, having no other born in love and log houses.
If we say that man is ordained to die at seventy, we fall many illustrations, both pithy and pointed, of the subject
method for its satisfaction, becomes a permanent conspirator
who works unceasingly to disorganize society, to trample back on the same logic which we so strongly condemn in the matter. It is full of information about living; about eating,
churches, that the Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away drinking, sleeping and exercise, with which every one ought
under feet the limits set by legislators—(v., 211.)
Of what use are laws not executed nor executable ? They little children, without regard to ante-natal influences and to be f amiliar. It gives an analysis of the articles upon which
only succeed in bringing legislation into contempt and the proper treatment. The story that Methusaleh and oUer ola people live principally. We agree fully with most of its re
collective hypocrisy of the infractors into activity—(v., 213.) “ free lovers” lived to be eight and nine hundred years old is commendations in this regard. In short, we see nothing in it
Love is the principal passion to balance interest. . . . not altogether so absurd, when viewed in this light, as many against which we can object.
But its principal value lies in its treatment of maternity
If it be desired to establish a social relation or universal suppose. And if it is possible by a partial regard to
generosity, it would suffice to give love the greatest possible natural law for man to attain to the respectable old age of and its duties. That some idea maybe had of its authors
nine hundred, what would be the result if men were as per views we quote from it as follows: “ Before the child is born
extension—(v., 322.)
fect as the Bible says Adam was before the transgression ?
his destiny has been largely determined. It is the product of
The same life or force in man back of protoplasm, that re the father and mother—their health, disease, their temper,
LEGAL TENDER MOTTOES.
builds the system every seven years, would do its work just tone, culture; not only all they were, but all they wished to
New Yobk, Sept. 13, 1875.
as well at a hundred years old as at fifty, and at a thousand as be, and were at the moment of conception, that was the
Hon.'Theodore Tomlinson :
Dear Sir—You request me to furnish your Legal Tender at one hundred, providing this life force were not weakened thing begotten. Then the mother and God do the rest.
Club with mottoes that would be used at the meeting to be or destroyed by violating nature’s—God’s-laws. Thus perfect Every wkh, thought, word has its effect upon the offspring.
held at Cooper Institute, and desire ones that would be effec man would be enabled to “ come in and go out and find pas During pregnancy the mother should have rest, recreation,
tual appeals to all classes of society. ’Tis true that you or ture” at will, would have power to “ lay this body down, and books, attention, care; in short, she should have as much of
your class do not deserve aid or advice from the working to take it up again.” As to just how this, the grand mission a foretaste of heaven as this world affords for nine months.
class, for when the money monopolists commenced this con of Jesus, is to be brought about—how this, the “last enemy,” Should she ever dream of abortion? Yes, if she wants her
traction of the currency, and the workingmen, the first to feel is to be overcome, will probably be made known in the “new child to be a murderer, as she is in her heart.” This informs
W. H. P.
of the whole tenor of the book. Every family should have it,
the pressure from want of employment and lack of reserve departure.”
Chandlerville, 111., Sept. 16, 1875.
and become familiar with it. Its price is ($2, postage paid.
capital to exist in idleness, rebelled against it and tried by
Amy orders sent to Woodhull & Claflin will receive prompt
means of strikes for shorter hours and living wages, to retain
the status and advantages war had given them, your class, 4 The American Eree Dress League held its annual attention.
the so-called men of brains, united with the monopolists to convention in Philadelphia, September 15 and 16, Mary E.
“Nothing Like It.”—We haven’t been able to find the
crush us. You have done so; but you did not realize your Tillotson, President pro tem., and Lavinia C. Dundore, Secre time to read Lois Waisbrooker’s new book bearing the above
dependence upon us, you could not see that you lived by tary pro tem. We learn from the Press of that city that the title; but we have sketched it through and found it full of
speculating upon our labor. We were your slaves who pro sessions, were well attended, especially the evenings, when good things, which exemplify the great idea of freedom for
duced for your benefit, the milk cows who gave you milk, that Lincoln Hall was filled. The following are the resolutions which we have contended so stoutly so long. It is written in
five non-producers lived upon one worker, and the idleness adopted, viz.:
Whereas, Costume for both sexes performs an important the author’s peculiarly terse and graphic style, which, with
of one million workers meant the idleness and bankruptcy
office
in developing and conserving power, health and har out detriment to any one,we may say is more logical in argu
of all the speculators who lived by supplying them with their
mony;
and as the attire of all classes is imperfect and injuri ment and apt in illustration than is characteristic of the
own products. But our class, like woman, has grown mag
writings of most authors who attempt to portray the hollow
nanimous by ages of use to oppression ; we know, also, that ous, therefore
Resolved, The first duty of reformers is to take this topic ness of the present social fabric. The book is a marvel of
the interests of all men are mutual and interchangeable, and
beauty in its general appearance, and contains nearly 350
that we must all rise or fall together, and we will strive to for into their organizations and endeavor to reform all that is pages. Price $1.50, postage 16 cents. Any order sent to
pernicious in the present costume.
get if not forgive.
Resolved, That the style of prevailing fashion is sapping Woodhull & Claflin will be promptly filled.
I will comply with your request to the best of my ability,
the
foundation of life and causing the degradation of man
and submit for your approval the following mottoes, with my
Great talent for conversation should be accompanied with
reasons for their selection. I do not think it necessary to fur and womankind.
Resolved, That the external pressure and burdensome great politeness. He who eclipses others owes them great
nish mottoes for the working classes; the bitter experience
of the last five years has taught them the need of more money, weight of dress must be removed before mankind can unfold civilities; and, whatever mistaken vanity mav tell us, it is
Lai+Ait in rOftaso in conversation than to shine in it.
more food, more clothing, employment and all the other ac- integrally.
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in the terms common to present usage until there shall
stand before the world the living representative of the fact;
two resurrected people—a Son and a Daughter of God—horn
After the second vail, the tabernacle that is called the holiest of all. of the Spirit, the new Jerusalem having come down from
which fad the golden censer, and the ark of the covenant, wherein was God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her
the golden pot that had matma, and Aaron’s rod that budded, which was
a figure for the time then present that could not make him that did the husband, the Son having “ overcome ” and passed the
service perfect.—Hebrews, ix., parts of 3, 4 and 9.
cherubim and the flaming sword set to keep the way of the
But Christ being come an high priest of good things to come, by
greater and more perfect tabernacle, not made with hands, entered in Tree of Life, and thus enabled to eat of the hidden manna.
once into the holy place, having obtained redemption for us.
For if the blood of bulls and goats sanctitieth to the purifying of the Until this shall be done, the truth must stand more or
flesh, how much more shall the b'ood of Christ purge your conscience less upon faith to those who -do not fully realize it
OAST BE MADE TO THE A6EHCT OF THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, LON from de^d works to serve the living God.
For Christ is not entered into the holy place made with hands, which from the Bible statement, and from sustaining facts
DON, ENGLAND.
are the figures of the true, but into heaven itself.—Hebrews, ix., parts of
already in their knowledge, as they are already in
Qae copy for one year,
»
.
$4 00
11, 12, 13, 14 and 24.
One eopy for sis montlis,
...
- 2 00
He taketh away the first that he may establish the second. By one our knowledge.
But when these two shall stand
offering he hath perfected forever them that are sanctified.—Hebrews:
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
forth and reaffirm what Jesus did, having entered into
x., 9 and 14.
Per line (according to location),
.
From $3 Q0 to
50
heaven itself by the door which he opened, “by the strait
THE ARGUMENT.
and narrow way,” then the world will he ready to hear;
Time, column and page advertisements by special contract.
In continuation of our argument, we call attention to then they who shall declare it, will not he crucified for the
Special place in advertising columns cannot be permanently given.
Advertiser’s bills wi be collected irom the office of this journal, and other and more common illustrations of the atoning power truth that they will demonstrate, for they will have the
and principle. Every physician who, by his knowledge
must In all cases, bear the signature of Woodhull & Claflin.
signs of belief, and the Kingdom of God will come ‘ ‘ with
and judgment, saves the life of a patient who, by his deeds power” to conquer as well as to save- Then, instead of cry
specimen copies sent free.
Newsdealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 121 Nassau has incurred the penalty of death, is the atonement for the ing “ away with them,” the world will agonize in these
street. New York.
sins of that patient. His time and labor spent in acquiring words, “ What shall I do to be saved,” and many be found,
All communications, business or editorial, must be addressed
that skill is the sacrifice he makes for sin, and in every such as were the foolish virgins, without oil in their lamps and,
case he may rightly say to the patient, “ Thy sins are for on the other hand, many will be found without the means to
WoodhuM <%• Clatiin’s Weeklyf
given ;” or, “ Arise, take up thy bed and walk.” Especially
P. O. Box, 3791, N. Y.
light the lamps that may be supplied with the necessary
©ffice,lll Nassau Street, Room 9.
may these last sayings be used properly in cases of cures
oil.
made by the “laying on of hands;” for in this case it is per
We have before presented the statement, that when the
sonal godliness—goodness or righteousness—by which the
method is discovered to the world, by which the two wastes
cure is effected. This is remarkably attested in cases where
of life in man and woman can be overcome and vitalized,
cures are made almost instantaneously. Why should not the
that this would give eternal life to those who can avail them
healer, in such cases, say to the healed, “Thy sins be for
selves of its possibilities. This was the door which Jesus
given thee ;” or, “Arise, take up thy bed and walk.” So we opened, and this was the truth that he brought to light; not
see that not ohly is the doctrine of the atonement a natural that he arose from the dead merely, but that he had so lived
one, and that ; it is true in almost all of the affairs of life that he had power superior to death, and that he laid down
but we also see that the forgiveness of sin is a possibility, his life, not because he could not prevent its being taken,
and that it continues to be done even to this day. For phys
If a man Tceepeth my saying he shall never see ical sickness is just as much the result of sin as moral sick but to demonstrate his mission—simply this and nothing
more. This fact to which we refer is so clearly set forth in
death.—Jesus.
ness is a result of sin ; and he who is saved from the penalty the Bible that they who have the key to the solution of the
To him that overcometh, I will give to eat of the of sin by the righteousness of another, has his sins forgiven mystery, and know how to apply it, can only wonder how
by that other. A sickness that is unto death, if not relieved, it has been possible that it could remain so long in darkness.
hidden manna.—St. John the Divine.
That through death he might destroy him that is the penalty of death for sin ; and whoever averts the This is to be the true marriage of the sexes, and not their
had the power of death, and deliver them who penalty makes satisfaction for the sin by the atoning power separation and isolation. It is then perfected and com
through fear of death were all their lifetime subject of his blood—that is, his life.
pleted blending, compared with the glory of which every
to bondage.—Paul.
On the other side of this question it may also he said that thing we have ever experienced, otherwise, will sink into
The wisdom that is from above is first pure, then all inherited tendencies to evil received by children from insignificance. It is the last and crowning act that shall
peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated, full of mercy their parents are apt and forcible illustrations of the nega testify that the flesh has yielded itself to the command
and good fruits, without partiality and without hy tive side of this principle ; and in this view it may be said and uses of the spirit, to ever after he its servant instead of
that the whole human race suffers from the sins of its par master as it has ever been. It is this union against the
pocrisy.—J allies, iii., 17.
ents. It may he said that this doctrine is antipodal to
And these signs shall follow them: In my name every sense of justice, and that it is inhuman to say breaking of which Paul writes, and which he condemns so
shall they cast out devils; they shall take up serpents; that one must suffer innocently for the acts of an forcibly : “For this cause” he says, Ephesians v., 31,
and if they drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt other even though that other he a father or a mother; “ shall a man leave his father and mother and shall be
joined unto his wife, and they two shall be one flesh (italics
them; they shall lay hands on the sick and they
but we know nevertheless that these things are true, and our own).” “ This,” he goes on to say “ is a great mystery;
shall recover.—Jesus.
every day it is becoming more and more impressed upon but I speak concerning Christ and the church.” But what
the minds of the people that it is necessary to pay more at was this cause ? The preceding verse explains it : “ For we
NEW YOHK, SATURDAY, OCT. 16, 1875.
tention to the begetting of children for this very reason. It are members of His (Christ’s) body, of His flesh and of His
is a sad thing that children should be horn into this world bones.”
We are prepared to furnish a few hundred complete sets with inherited t aints that are certain to develop into life
Of course we are now speaking wholly of the external
o- the first series of Bible Articles consisting of fifteen num long curses and suffering ; but it is a fact that thousands condition, of the natural Garden of Eden ; but it is always
bers of the Weekly, for one dollar, postage paid. ' Our are so horn, and that the conservators of public morals
to be understood that when the natural garden is redeemed
friends should lose no opportunity to bring these articles to make a great outcry when a woman attempts to call the at
from the original curse, the spiritual is always present. It
ti e attention of those whom they can interest. A careful tention of the people to the enormity of the crime of thus
is because the people who have always lived in the Garden
study of ah of them is necessary to a complete understand “ visiting the sins of the parents upon the children, even
of Eden under the curse cannot imagine for it a state of per
ing of ihe great and all-important truth that is yet to be re unto the third and fourth generations.” When a moment is
fect oneness with the spirit, that there is so much vulgarity
vealed; which must be carefully and judiciously brought be consumed in considering this statement, there is nobody who
and so many obscene thoughts connected with the discussion
fore the world, as the sun comes upon it, bringing first the can deny that it is true, let them be able or not to account
of this subject. But this is the misfortune of the people and
break-of-day, next its dawn and atterward its full meridian for it upon the plane of justice. Then if this principle be not our fault. If when we speak of the purity of the
splendor.
true upon this side—upon the side of suffering for the Garden of Eden and of the tree in the midst thereof,
-------------------»——.—-------------people—why should it not also be true and be consistent the hearts of the people yield their unclean thoughts,
THE DOUBLE TRIANGLE;
with the wisdom of God, upon the side of good and hapi let them charge the fault home upon themselves, upon their
OR, THE SIX-POINTED STAR IN THE EAST.
ness to the people ? Why may it not he true and just that own uncleanness that can breed such thought, where it be
For we have seen his star in the East, and we are come to worship
it was necessary for Jesus to die, so that by rising from the longs, and not upon the facts discussed, which in them
him.—St. Matthew, ii., 2.
dead He should demonstrate His power over death and selves are as pure and white as Jesus. These facts are con
“ him that had the power of death, that is the devil ? ” In nected with the human body which is the Temple of God,
this view it may he readily perceived why it was necessary and the functions to which they relate are important
that He should die, and by dying and rising from the dead, departments of that temple. How then can they be impure
show that the power of death had been overthrown by Him, if the temple itself be not desecrated ? It is natural enough
and that it could he also overthrown by any one who should for people who live in temples that are polluted by their
keep His saying ; that is, by living and committing no sin, own acts to think that pollution is universal. But “ to the
and by reason thereof being able to enter the gate into the pure in heart, all things are pure,” is the teaching of the
holy city and “live upon the things of the temple ; ” or, as Bible. Are they who profess to think so meanly of these
Jesus said to His disciples after His visit to the Samaritan things correct, or is the Bible true in this position ? Let
woman, “ I have meat to eat that ye know not of.”
them reply as will best suit themselves.
THE APPLICATION.
Then we say, in regard to the facts that are in our knowl
But all this statement of the Bible doctrine of the Atone edge which establish the truths set forth in the Bible, that
ment, and argument to sustain it, would fall if they were they are pure and most divine. Nothing is cleaner, nothing
not met and counterparted by facts in nature; facts that whiter, nothing holier than a perfectly healthy and natural
either fully demonstrate the theory and justify the argu physical body; and no act more holy than that one by which
ment, or else that so nearly do so as to leave no reasonable the human body shall he made a living, instead of a dying,
doubt about their relations and meaning. Now, are there body. The most holy people are they who have bodies
This figure is allegorical of the truth, to the exposition of natural functions in the human body,- through the proper that approach the nearest to physical perfection, because
which the Weekly is now devoted. It has been clearly use of which, as Jesus pointed out the way, eternal life may to have eternal life is to have a body entirely perfect, entirely
hown in our present series of leading articles that it repre be secured? We reply that we do not hesitate to reassert free from all disease and taint of death; while the body that
sents the coming blending together of the inhabitants of the all that we have said previously, in still more than the is so can no more sin than God can sin, because it is under
earth and spirit spheres in a common brotherhood, and the former emphatic terms, that unquestionably there are. the complete control of the Spirit of man, which is the Son
establishment thereby of the universal human family. It Perhaps it may not occur readily to the minds of the of God. Sin exists because the Spirit has not obtained this
also represents still another and more important truth which reader, hut we have time and again stated in these editorials complete control; because the body is not reconciled to God.
has not yet been introduced, but which, defined in a few the full Bible mystery; but in language so nearly related to All sin is the result of the lusts of the flesh in conflict with
words, is, God in man reconciling the world unto Himself. that in which it is also stated in the Bible, that it may not the law of the Spirit. The natural law of the Spirit is to
We adopt this diagram as emblematic of our future work have struck the reader as meaning what it did and does live purely and holily; hut the law of the body is to gratify
and as symbolizing the possession by man of the whole truth really mean, and we must still continue to use similar its physical desires without regard to their consequences,
which we hope and trust may he shortly realized.
language in treating the subject. It can never be stated j save the satisfaction that it brings for the moment If it
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were not for tlie Spirit the whole aim of the body would be by others, and without any means whatever, was a mighty sachusetts. In proof, we give the following resolution
gratification. The purified body has no such desires. It undertaking. But how much more mighty would be the passed by the Republican State Convention of Massachu
acts only under the impulses of the residing Spirit, and is its undertaking to set free twenty millions of women, most of setts on the 29th September last:
“ Resolved, That the Republicans of Massachusetts in tht?
most obedient servant. So when this perfect condition is whom would leave their masters, penniless.
administration of State affairs, recognizing no privilege of
reached, when the body shall have entered by the door
From this view of the question, then, there is a cogent class, no antagonism between labor and capital, but depre
which Jesiis opened, it cannot be tempted to do wrong, for reason for discussion upon what is to come after freedom. cating any attempt to arbitrarily fetter either, whether on.
all the inducements are to do right, and all the inclinations It is clear enough to any one who will give the matter the the part of employed or employer,i&ill support such measures
as shall develop the resources of labor and of capital alike,
also. Or, in the words of John, “He cannot sin because consideration that it deserves, that there must be some stimulating one and diffusing the other into channels of
he is born of God,” and sin is any act by which death is general reconstructive plan conceived, by which there shall common prosperity, as also all measures that regard the pro
motion of temperance, education, good morals and the equal
brought to the body. So, in view of these facts, the be no suffering when the emancipation shall be complete. rights
of all A merican citizens, irrespective of sex, the main
doctrine of the atoning blood of Christ is a most important We have shown, beyond the possibility of doubt, that there tenance of order, the honest enforcement of existing laws,
rigid
economy
retrenchment in every department of the
one; and while it touches the most vital of the relations of can be no such thing as industrial justice so long as a com government ofand
the Commonwealth and reduction of taxa
man, it is also involved in almost all the lesser affairs of petitive system of industry is maintained; but most of our tion.”
life. It was not by any means a sacrifice by God of an in readers, who accept the theory of social freedom, are still
When the “Equal Rights of all American citizens irre
nocent person, in order that others who were lost in sin unwilling to give up their King Competition so that univer spective of sex, ” are truly established, we shall be able to
should be saved from its penalty of death and still continue sal co-operation may be inaugurated. This is the same say, as far as regards Social Reform,
“Othello’s occupation’s gone.”
sinning. But it was a discovery and showing to the world thing that Jesus enjoined when he gave the new command
When the personal sovereignty of woman is respected as
of the doorway that leads to life eternal, and an escape from ment to love one another, for it is utterly impossible for the
all sin, and an invitation for all to enter by that door and people to love each other as they do themselves, save in a much as that of man—whon the law makes no invidious sex
secure the blessing to which it opens the way. It was an community of interests, in which justice shall mean some ual distinctions between wo.men and men, and treats the
partnership of John and Marv as it does that of John and
invitation to woman to rise from and cast off the curse put thing more than a balance of dollars and cents.
James—when the infamous law'terms, “spinster, femmeupon her, through Adam, of subjection to her husband, and
But beyond this there is another view of the question still couverte and relict are thrown with, contempt into the waste
in its place become one with him in Christ, transferring her
allegiance to the true Shepherd; was an invitation for her more vital than this one of material interests. Suppose that basket of the past—when the law recognizes a woman as a
to become again the Garden of Eden, enriched by the beau all the unnatural commerce were to cease, what then ? It human unit, possessed of the same natural rights as man,
tiful and fruitful river Euphrates, with waters, which now is not natural for the sexes to live separate. It is natural and ceases to estimate her at a money value in its courts, or
run in streams of blood, turned into streams of life, to be for them to have the most intimate relations. So this ques to permit therein any ownership of one humUa being by an
the healing of the nations. It was an invitation to man to tion really at issue is not so much the doing away of the other, we may rest satisfied, but not till then.. In the mean
“overcome,” and, by so doing, be able to put forth his wrong in commerce as in discovering what is the right, so time we are thankful to hail the above advance, even of the
hand and gather the fruit of the Tree of Life; to feed upon that when the wrong is abandoned the right may come in to statement of the truth, as exhibited in the quoted resolu
the hidden manna, to cease to eat of the fruit of the tree, take its place. The growing disgust that is separating the tion.
•---------------------- «——*--------------------------“whose seed is within itself” (Genesis, i., 12), and to turn sexes ; that makes men prefer their ‘ ‘ club ” to the society
of
women,
and
women
the
sorosis
and
tea-parties
to
their
THE MIR.
to that tree which bears twelve manner of fruit, and yields
her fruit every month (Revelations, xxii., 2), and by their former devotion to home, is the abomination that maketh de The London Daily News asserts that “ The Mir is the id«I
so doing fulfill the revelation made by Jesus Christ to John on solate, spoken of in the xiii. chapter of Daniel. The results of Russian Socialists.” It is the primitive form of Com
Patmos, where he showed him that, after the voice of the that come from separation of the sexes, from abstinence and munal land tenure which yet survives, and is most dearly
seventh angel should sound, there would be a pure river of continence are worse even than those that follow unnatural cherished in the hearts of the millions of Russia. It is the
water of life proceeding out of the throne of God, and in the commerce ; that is to say, celibacy is still more unnatural opposite of centralization, and would realize Mr. Brisbane’s
plan of independent townships holding power through
the midst of the river, also the Tree of Life—the leaves of than enforced commerce.
But again, we looked over the people and found only their officials over the usage of the lands belonging to them.
which were for the healing of the nations. Remember, the
Tree of Life was seen to be in the midst of the street, and on here and there a case where two had lived together strictly Under the British system, which places money values on
either side of the river of life; not separate as they have ever monogamically for more than ten years, in which there was the lands, mines, &c., purchasers have to pay so much for the
been by the closed door of the holy of holies, and ever will be not apathy, at least, of the sexual functions, and this even labor required to produce or obtain bread, coal, &c., and so
until entrance is made as Jesus opened the way into the where there was devoted love as deep as it was possible for much as a royalty to the gentlemen who claim to own them,
innermost of the Temple, and is set down at the right hand a human being to feel for his mate. So we followed the in but who, as a rule, rarely work them, except by deputy.
of God, and, by so doing, became the atonement for the vestigation from point to point until we discovered that all This is kind in the millions towards the thousands, but, is
sins of the world, by showing them the way by which they the commerce that is now in vogue between the sexes, al hardly economical.
may escape death, or the penalty for the sins of their whole though for some years they may seem to bloom under it,
Napoleon the First said at St. Helena that, fifty years af'teir
finally leads to decay and death. We then had it brought to his time, Europe would _ either be Republican or Cossack :
lives.
--------- ----------------our mind that the effort of nature is to produce a perfect that is either under democratic or despotic rule. But the
ARE THEY REALLY DIFFERENT QUESTIONS?
creation, and logically a perfect creation is one that lives freedom of the land, as established in Russia, is probably
continuously. So, then, if the human man be the perfect the only base on which a broad democracy can stand, and
We are frequently asked the reason why we did not con creation of form; be the ultimate formation of which that is united there to a most arbitrary one-man power, rul
tinue to wholly devote our time and paper to the considera matter is possible, then he must be possible of continuous ing with absolute sway both church and state. In the
tion of the social question. We thought that we had made life.
United States, on the contrary, under a noble political sys
this clear long ago, but since it seems that we have not made
So, therefore, we had passed from the question of con tem, all the gifts of nature have ’been, or are being, alien
it so to the minds of all, we will attempt again to do it. sidering what it is that is wrong in the relations of the sexes, ated from the people, and freedom is annihilated by
What we have been aiming at, aiming to demonstrate, is the that causes all the misery, vice and crime by which the race gangs of oligarchies called corporations. The fact is we
perfect ultimate condition. We found the race suffering is cursed, to endeavoring to find a remedy for death itself, or are both in a muddle. Probably the best thing for us to da
from numerous ills, all of which are traceable to improper for the culmination of all the effects of the wrong. Up to would be to swap our railroad princes for their Russian
social relations; for let the condition be what it may that this time we had spoken only Of the perfected blending of land system, and so render both countries units, one based
brings misery or unhappiness to man, the causes that were the aexes as the Elixir of Life ; but had not even hinted of on democratic principles, and the other on those of absol
primary to that condition will be always found to have what that blending consists. To be sure it is the perfect utism.
their origin in the prostitution or abuse of the sexual func union of the two who are positive and negative to each
----- *....
♦ 4 -----------tions, either in private vice or else in unnatural commerce. other, who in coming together establish the same circuit of
THE LECTURE SEASON.
There was but one remedy for these fruitful causes of currents between the two human spheres that is exemplified
human suffering, and that was to stop their practice.
by the electric telegraph between the two metallic spheres—
Victoria C. Woodhull and Tennie C. Claflin will receive
We labored diligently for two years, speaking wherever a perfect balance of giving and receiving. The question at applications to lecture any where in the United States.
we could, and writing in our own paper and elsewhere when once arose, How can those currents be established and They will go into the field early, and will fill engagements
opportunity presented, and we still continue to do so, to bring maintained so that neither sphere shall lose any power in in various parts of the country as their regular trip shall
the people to a realizing sense of the terrible debauchery the process ? Solve this and the problem of life and death bring them into its respective parts. They will lecture upon
that exists, and to warn them of the consequences that must is solved, since we assert, if there can be such a blending the following subjects:
ensue if there come no change. We have pointed out the of the opposite sexual elements that there shall be no waste
Mystery of the Sealed Book.
symptoms of secret vice among children, and parents shrug of power, then there will be no waste of life, and conse The
God, Christ, Devil.
their shoulders and hope their children may not sink under quently no wearing out or decay of the human machine.
The Garden of Eden.
the curse. We have shown wives how they sell their lives The waste that is to be overcome is what woman loses
The Two Worlds.
Inspiration and Evolution, or Religion and Science.
and barter the happiness of their children by permitting the monthly, and what man expends in commerce.
The Human Body the Holy Temple.
rule of their bodies to pass out of their own hands, and
Christian Communism.
Hence the life and immortality that Jesus came to bring
some have had the courage to withdraw from the de to light comes in to solve the question, and the Bible con
The True and the False Socially.
bauchery. We have convicted men of the bestial character tains, in hidden terms, the solution of the mystery. It
The Destiny of the Republic.
The Principles of Finance; and
of commerce that is enforced on woman either for a price teaches how these two forces are to be utilized ; teaches
The Rights of Children.
or by law, but their passions are tod much their masters to how one must vitalize the other, and how when vitalized
The first seven of these subjects form a regular course,
permit them to give up their slaves willingly. We have they become the hidden manna. Imagine all this immense
done all this over and over again, until we have found that present waste, and then calculate how the body may be re and are a clear and comprehensive argument, establishing
the curse is too heavily settled on the race to permit of its built, if all this wasting energy can be saved to replenish its beyond refutation the new Biblical Revelations, and cover
being cured, or scarcely relieved, by emancipation merely. waning strength, and then say that death may not be over the whole ground of the Sealed Mystery.
Applications for the course, or for single lectures, may be
Something more than a cessation of what is wrong is re come if you can ! We are no more strongly assured that
quired. Besides urging the stoppage of the wrong, it is de enforced commerce is wrong, that sexual vice hastens the made to their P. O. Box 3,791, N. Y. City, where all letters
should be addressed that are not otherwise specially ordered.
manded that the right be pointed out.
decay of the body, than we are that the utilization of the
Mrs. Woodhull has made arrangements to lecture in the
To have followed on, advocating nothing save the break male and female forces that are now wasted, as we have
ing up of the old, finally to culminate in some general stated, will give eternal life. So we are no longer satisfied following places, to wit: Marquette, Mich., Oct. 9; Beaver
Dam, Wis., Oct. 11; Fox Lake, Oct. 12; Watertown, Oct.
breaking-up, without at least beginning to lay the founda
with being able merely to point out the wrong, but we wish
tion-stones for the new social order, would, have been to to be able to demonstrate the right. Then what seems to 13; Madison, Oct. 14 ; Chicago, 111., Oct. 15. Lectures an
nounced last week at Arena, Prarie Du Chien, McGregor,
have pursued the same suicidal course that the government
be two questions are but the positive and the negative sides Lansing, La Crosse and Sparta, are postponed for the
pursued with the slave question. The agitators, the aboli
of one and the same question. We advocated the negative, present.
tionists, mostly, saw nothing beyond emancipation. They
side when we asked for the cessation of the wrong ; we ad
said, “ Give the negroes their freedom,” many of them
vocate the positive side when we ask for the introduction
ONE OF THE RESULTS.
thinking, perhaps, that this was all they needed. But after
of the right.
the downfall of slavery came the necessity for reconstruction,
The assumption by women of the right of personality re
and more than ten years have now elapsed since the sur
EQUAL RIGHTS.
sults sometimes in very ludicrous mistakes. When a wo
render of the Confederacy, and reconstruction is still in
complete. Setting free seven millions of negroes to pro We gladly record the fact that our old Apollo Hall banner, man is seen anywhere with the initials only of the given
vide for themselves, who had been previously provided for “ Equal Rights,” now waves over the Republicans of Mas name, and these are not preceded by a “Mrs.” or followed
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COMMENTS.
by an Esq., it is taken for granted that that name is borne
We
are
perfectly
aware
that there are points in our late
by some male biped. What follows will illustrate what we
editorials that few, if any, understand. These points have
mean.
The following poem appeared in the Parker City Daily been purposely left in the dark. We desire that the people
shall become interested enough in this most important of all
the day after Mrs. Woodhull lectured there:
subjects, to begin to investigate for themselves. We have
TO VICTORIA C. WOODHULL.
already given the key to the Bible, plainly enough for those
BT L. T. K. AKIN.
who have keen perceptions, hacked up by a desire to know
We met, and for a little while,
the truth which alone can make them free, to solve the
A secret chain enlinked each heart,
mystery for themselves. We know that, until this is begun
And hy its sweetness did beguile
to he done hy the readers of the Weekly, it is not time for
A few short hours—and now we part.
Thou goest thy way, perchance no more
us to speak out more plainly. The capacity to grasp this
To cross my path upon the shore
truth is an evidence in the individual that he or she is ap
Of Time’s deep, boundless sea.
proaching the possibility of living it when known, for
Butin the power that drew ns near.
it hy no means follows that the intellectual compre
To hold converse on things most dear,
Behold the key to life’s mystery—
hension of it can he followed immediately hy its practical
The Universal Parentage—our own Fraternity,
application. Indeed, a single individual may he actually in
That kindred souls together draws
condition to live the truth, and still go through a natural
To form one common family.
life (so-called), and die at the end, as did the Apostles who
An d now farewell! I nothing reck
knew the truth, because he or she may not have the counter
Of thy past life or history ;
But thou wilt henceforth be to me
parting life. The tree of life standing alone cannot yield
A pictured friend in the halls of memory.
the fruit that shall banish death; neither can the pure river
Kaens City, Pa.
of the water of life run its course alone, and give eternal
The day following, this item appeared in the Oil City life to those who drink its waters. But the tree of life must
Derrick:
yield its fruit, standing in the midst of the Garden of Eden,
“A Karns City man wrote a ‘pome’ to Yietoria C. Woodhull in the river of life, in order that the nations may be healed
during her visit to that place, which begins with: ‘We met; and death destroyed; or, as St. Paul expressed the same
and for a little while a secret chain enlinked each heart.’ truth, I Corinthians, xi., 11, “Nevertheless, neither is the
We don’t know how it is with Yietoria, but the author is evi man without the woman, neither the woman without the
dently struck.”
man in the Lord.” Here is the fact which legal monogamic
marriage typifies; audit is this natural principle, fixed almost
And the next day the following in the Daily;
•«.* Editor op Parker City Daily.—In the Derrick of inexpungahly in the constitution of the race, that makes it
September 23, under tbe heading ‘Dying Around Loose,’ I cling to the form when there is no Spirit in it.
find the following item: ‘ A Karns City man wrote a poem
Unquestionably, the monthly waste to which woman is
to Yietoria C. Woodhull during her visit to that place, which subject is, in the first instance, brought about by unnatural
begins with, “We met, and for a little while a secret chain methods of living. It is in this instance a morbid accumu
enlinked each heart.” We don’t know how it is with Yietoria,
lation—a result of suppressed natural power—at last, after
but the author is evidently struck.’ My first thoughts on
reading it were: Does the author of that item know anything months of premonitory natural warning, thrown off in this
for certain? and that a more appropriate heading for his de manner. This is what Ezekiel saw woman polluted in when
partment of the paper would be ‘ Loose Lying.’ In justice he passed hy her and said, when he saw her,;Live! live be
to the male citizens of Karns City, who may fear that some cause of the pollution; live in this way; having, in ignorance,
one might think that the poem in question was written under failed to live the true way.
a nom de plume, and that some one of them might be mis
We are perfectly well aware that this is a question which
taken for the author, and their good name and respectable
thousands of women are desirous to have answered; and if
position injured thereby, I will say, in the language of our
illustrious predecessor, who is held up as an example for us it were in our power to answer it so that the objects that
to follow, ‘ I cannot tell a lie; it was I who did it with my they desire to attain hy having it answered, could he attain
little pen,’ I, Mrs. L. T. K. Akin, whose honored guest Vic ed, we should not hesitate a single moment in laying open
the innermost meaning of all this mystery. But this does
toria C. Woodhull was, during her stay in this place.
“ I was not ‘ struck,’ thunder-struck or otherwise, for three not depend, as we have often said, upon our communicating
years’ reading of her paper had made me acquainted with the answer, but upon the people themselves. The possibility
her. I found her just what I expected to, a grand, noble, of this truth being lived depends upon the actual status of
true woman, with a mother’s heart that would take in, and those who receive it. Jesus said to the lawyer, “ Love the
enfold with its love the whole human race, to improve, elevate Lord thy'j,God with all thy mind, soul, heart and strength,
and save them. Although slurred, slandered and misrepre
and thy neighbor as thyself, and thou shalt live. So say
sented on every side, and in every way, yet has she such a
pity for her maligners that she can still say, “ Father, forgive we. It can come in no other way. One must he fully horn
them, for they know not what they do.’ This is the prayer into the Christ plane; must become a brother or sister to
that is ever on her lips and in her heart, even while pierc the whole world, before this last and greatest blessing can
ing them with the keen ‘ sword of truth’ in her descriptions he realized, because it comes as a natural result of that con
dition. Then of what use is it to cast this treasure before
of their evil thoughts and practices.
“ Let no one who has never heard her noble and truthful those who are, as yet, totally absorbed in the selfish and
utterances, or having heard, is not sufficiently developed, in personal aims of life, who would only turn and rend us for
tellectually, to understand them in their true sense, as she, doing so, because they cannot avail themselves of it;
in her earnest, courageous words, tries to explain them to because they love the things of the world more than they do
the comprehension of even the lowest and most ignorant, the truth; because they are not willing to give up all and
dare to condemn or interpret them to others with their own follow where the truth will lead them.
Even in
low, vile meaning attached.
Mrs. L. T. R. Akin.
your own honest seeking it is to he discovered
“Karns City, Sept. 24.”
that you do not seek the truth for the truth’s sake alone, but
•----------- *—<-©->—*-----------you seek it as a means for some end. The truth, must he
INQUIRY AND REPLY.
sought for its own sake, because it is the truth and not to
I have been a frequent reader of your paper (through the further any personal aim or desire, or to avoid any supposed
kindness of a friend) for the past three years and have always or real trouble. Moresver, when it is sought in this way it
admired your course, hut was not a subscriber until recently.
I find, “since your new departure,” that the Weekly has is sure to be found. Remember this. Here is where the
become a necessity for me. It is mental food and drink. people stand in their own light. They want the truth if it
Having suffered all my life with a diseased body and an will further their designs, while if they wanted it for its own
acutely sensitive, nervous organization, the subject of life sake they would get it, and it would react as Jesus said:
and death, health and disease, has been forced upon me as a “ Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven and all these things
life study. I have felt sadly how incompetent and superfi shall he added unto you.” As it is said in the lecture, pub
cial the medical fraternity are to deal with this problem, and lished in number 251 of the Weekly, the whole truth has
have deeply felt the need of individual culture to that de got to he exemplified in life before it can he promulgated
gree of intelligence which will enable each one to know how publicly.
When one “ arisen ” — “ saved ” — man and
to live right and force disease out of existence.
woman shall appear, then the world will listen, hut not be
But how and when to begin ? that was the question. But
thanks be to Victoria! light begins to dawn, and I can hardly fore ; for then will come the day of judgment, when those
wait for the ushering in of the new-born day. There are who have been like “the foolish virgins” will wish the
some points in your late editorials that I hardly understand, “mountains to fall upon them;” hut of this day no one
and I would like to ask some questions relating thereto, not knoweth, “ save the Father only.” It will come like a thief
in a critical spirit but with a sincere desire to get at the plain in the night, and happy will they be who are waiting and
truth so that I may live it.
watching; “hut wo unto those who are with child, and
In one of your late articles you speak of the menstrual flow who give suck in those days.”

of females as unnatural and as a waste of the vital forces of
the body, and that it is brought about by an unnatural mode
of living. Can any woman, by changing her manner of living
(circumstances being made favorable), live in such a manner
as to stop this waste without becoming pregnant ? If so, how
and what should be her manner of living ? Secondly, if com
merce is not intended solely for the purpose of procreation,
as you argue it is not, what course should be taken by parties
who, by reason of existing circumstances, do not desire ad
ditions to their families ? This is a question that thousands
of wives and mothers desire to have answered, and, if I mis
take not, leads into the great “mystery” you are to reveal.
It seems a pity that those who are ready and anxious to
know the truth and to live it should be obliged to live in ig
norance and sin any longer.
Eliza F. Smith.
Gold Bbook, N. Y., Sept, 18, 1875,

;----------- *—<-©+—«-----------MRS. WOODHULL IN THE FIELD.
COMMENTS OE THE PRESS.

From the Daily Derrick, Oil City, Fa., Sept. 23,1875.
THE SECOND APPEARANCE OE VICTORIA C. WOODHULL—HER
VIEWS OE SOCIETY—SHARP SHOTS AT SOCIAL POLITICS.

Although only four days have elapsed since Mrs. Woodhull
lectured in this city, the Opera House held a much larger
audience last evening than on the previous occasion. The
assemblage was large, and numbers of ladies were present.
She had chosen for her subject, “ The True and False,
Socially,” and under this caption she made a fierce onslaught
on the lamentable ignorance which prevails in every house
hold upon the laws of life. She spoke many plain truths in

Oct. 16. 18?5.

plainer language. As one of her listeners said, “ she told
more truths than I wanted to hear.” When she spoke of the
false modesty of many wives, or drew the picture of the
virtuous mother, her dramatic action and vehement, impas
sioned oratory drew loud applause from the audience. We
say this much of Mrs. Woodhull and her lecture, not that we
believe or indorse her opinions, but who as journalists, should
record what occurs. That some things which she says are
true, we have the evidence of men who heard her remarks,
and are better able to judge than we; and however much
her hearers may publicly laugh at or ridicule what they heard,
down in the bottom of their hearts they know that some of
her utterances are as true to life as is in the power of words
to depict them. A synopsis of the lecture we give below.
(Then followed a two-column digest of the lecture, clos
ing thus:)
This was the general tenor of the lecture by Mrs. Woodhull,
but her manner of delivery cannot be expressed by words.
She has dramatic and tragic talent of a high order; she is at
all times interesting, even when her ideas do not suit her
hearers; and her earnestness drives the conviction to the
hearts of her hearers, that she, at least, believes in what she
says.
From the Kenosha {Wis.) Telegraph, Sept. 30,1875.
Mrs. Yietoria C. Woodhull delivered a lecture last Monday
evening in Kimball Hall. Mrs. W. is a pleasant-looking
woman, of medium height, rather large, dark hair, gray eyes.
Her demeanor during the entire lecture was dignified, lady
like and modest. The subject of the lecture was, “ The True
and the False, Socially.”
[Here followed a column digest of the lecture, closing thus:]
Mrs. Woodhull spoke from eight o’clock till half-past nine.
About half of her lecture was read from manuscript, and the
rest was the outpouring of the earnest, sincere heart of a
mother. Her perorations were really fine, the eloquence of
mind and soul completely devoted to the work before her^
and in which she seems to be honestly and earnestly en
gaged.
We find the following notice of Mrs. Woodhull’s lecture at
Petrolia in the Daily Derrick, Oil City, Sept. 21, 1875: “Last
evening a large audience, which included a fair sprinkling of
ladies, assembled in the Opera House to hear Yietoria C.
Woodhull’s lecture on “The True and the False, Socially.”
The speaker pointed out many of the cankers of society in
glowing terms, with her remedy for evils that sap the very
foundations of our social system. At times her gestures and
language reached the loftiest heights of grand, impassioned
eloquence, carrying away her hearers as if borne along by a
resistless torrent. The lecture contained much truth, told
in the plainest terms, and with an earnestness that could
leave no doubt of Mrs. Woodhull’s deep sincerity. It is not too
much to say that dozens who had entered the building with
the most intense prejudice against the lecturer left it with
very different opinions concerning the lady and her mission.
At the close of the brilliant effort, which occupied sixty-five
minutes, a number of lectures on different subjects found
purchasers, after which Mrs. W. and daughter took passage
in the train for Parker, where a lecture is to be given this
evening.

--------- <»>--«------------

business editorials.

Dr. Slade, the eminent Test Medium, may be found at
his office, No. 18 West Twenty-first street, near Broadway.
Nellie L. Dayts requests engagements West and South
for the autumn and winter. Address her at 235 Washington
street, Salem, Mass.
Warren Chase will lecture in Warren, 111., October 10;
Dubuque, Iowa, Oct. 12,13 and 14; Independence, Iowa, Oot.
17; Oskaloosa, Iowa, Oct. 24; Eddyville, Iowa, Oot. 26,27
and 28; Ottumwa, Iowa, Oct. 31. He will receive subscripions for the Weekly.

M. A. Orr, 11 The Terrace, Union Road, Clapham, London,
S.W., England, will receive and forward subscriptions for the
Weekly. He would be glad to correspond with all friends
of the cause in Great Britain. Those who have friends in
England that would be interested, are requested to give them
his address, or send him theirs. Copies of the Weekly can
always be had at his place. One copy, one year, 16 shillings
|}gf“ Send Austin Kent one dollar for his book and pam
phlets on Free Love and Marriage. He has been eighteen
years physically helpless, confined to his bed and chair, is
poor and needs the money. You may be even more bene
fited by reading one of the boldest, deepest, strongest, clear
est and most logical writers. You are hardly well posted on
this subject till you have read Mr. Kent. You who are able
add another dollar or more as charity. His address,
Austin Kent, Stockholm, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., Box 44

The Books and Speeches of Victoria C. Woodhull and
Tennie 0. Claflin will hereafter he furnished, postage paid,
at the following liberal prices :
The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. Woodhull ................................. ..............................
$3 00
Constitutional Equality, hy Tennie C. Claflin........... 2 00
The Principles of Social Freedom............................
25
Reformation or Revolution, Which ?.........................
25
The Elixir of Life; or, Why do we Die
25
The Scare-Crows of Sexual Slavery..........................
25
Tried as hy Fire; or the True and the False Socially,
25
Ethics of Sexual Equality.................. .......................
25
The Principles of Finance...........................................
25
Photographs of Y. C. Woodhull, Tennie C. Claflin and
Col. Blood, 50c. each, or three for.....................
1 00
Three of any of the Speeches 50c., or seven for.... 1 00
One copy each, of Books, Speeches and Photographs for 6 00

A liberal discount to those who buy to sell again.

OODHULL^i CliAFLIM’S WEEKLY

Oot. 16, 18Y6.
Hare you seen the Wonderful TypeWriting Machine 2

ABOLISH THE THOUSAND-YEAR OLD PRIVY ABOMINATION!

NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS.
WOIuT^XsT;

The Hope of the World..
A Poem read at the Woman’s Mass Meeting, Harmony
Grove, July 4,1871, and at the great Suffrage
Meeting in Baltimore, Feb., 1872,
by A. Briggs Davis.

From leading; Merchants? Publishers, Editors, Physicians
and Scientific Men,

THIRD EDITION NOW READY.

at*

No more pen paralysis! No more spinal curvature
because of the drudgery of tbe pen. Tbe TypeWriter has found rapid acceptance wherever intro
duced, and has fully sustained the claim that its work
is twice as fast, three times as easy and five times as
legible as that of the pen. It paragraphs, punctuates,
underscores and does figure work—in a word, all
things necessary to tbe production of a perfect manu
script. Any size or quality of paper may be used, and
the most satisfactory results obtained, ar. a saving in
time and strength of at least one hundred per cent.
The Type Writer “manifolds” fifteen copies at once,
and its work can also be copied in the ordinary
copy-press.

This Poem will be especially interesting to readers
of the Weekly from the fact that its leading idea—
viz., that of the Deity, corroborates the view of woman
and the explanations of Bible mysteries now being
given by Mrs. Woodhull. Is shows how woman is to
compass man and bring in full salvation and redemp
tion.
The vision of the “woman clothed with the sun
and having the moon beneath her feet,” has a prac
tical fulfillment in the “last days.” While opposing
its idea of Deity, the Baltimore American said: “It is
a production of much merit.”
With title-page, border, references and extracts.
Price 10 cents per dozen, post paid; 75 cents per
hundred.
IND. TRACT SOCIETY, Publishers,
Worcester, Mass.
BSP"' Send for large Catalogue.

THE WORLD’S

Sixteen Crucified Saviors;
OR,

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST
CONTAINING

READ THE FOLLOWING INDORSEMENTS.
What Mr. Jenny, of the New York Tribune, says
about itr
New York, June 10,1875.
Densmore, Yost & Co.:
Gentlemen—I am an earnest advocate of the TypeWriter. Having thoroughly tested its practical worth,
I find it a complete writing machine, adapted to a wide
range of work. The one I purchased of you several
weeks since has been in daily use, and gives perfect
satisfaction. I can write with it more rapidly and
legibly than with a pen, and with infinitely greater
ease. Wishing you success commensurate with the
merits of your wonderful and eminently useful in
vention, I am, respectfully yours,
E. H. JENNY.

New, Startling and Extraordinary Revelations
in Religious History, which disclose the
Oriental Origin of all the Doctrines,
Principles, Precepts and Miracles
of the

Office of Dun, Barlow & Co., Com. Agency, )
335 Broadway, New York, Dec. 8, 1874. )

This wonderful and exhaustive volume by Mr. Graves
will, we are certain, take high rank as a book of refer
ence in the field which he has chosen for it. The
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied information contained in it must have
been severe and arduous indeed, and now that it is in
such convenient shape the student of free thought will
not willingly allow it to go out of print. But the book
is by no means a mere collation of views or statistics:
throughout its entire course the author—as will be
seen by his title-page and chapter-heads—follows a
definite line of research and argument to the close,
and his conclusions go, like sure arrows, to the mark.

Gentlemen—T:\xz Type-Writers we purchased of you
last June for our New York, Albany and Buffalo
offices have given such satisfaction that we desire you
to ship machines immediately to other of our offices
at Baltimore, Cincinnati, Detroit. Hartford, Louisville,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and no more to our New
York office, 335 Broadway.
We think very highly of the machine, and hope you
will meet with good success. Respectfully yours.
DUN, BARLOW & CO.
Office of Western Union Telegraph Co., )
Chicago, July 8, 1874. f
Densmore, Yost & Co.:

Gentlemen—'R&Tviig had the Type Writer in use in
my office during the past two years, I do not hesitate
to express my conviction of its great value. Its best
recommendation is simply to say that it is a complete
writing machine. The work of writing can be done
with it faster, easier and with a better result than is
possible with the pen. The time required to learn its
use is not worth mentioning in comparison with the
advantages afforded by the machine. Yours truly,
ANSON STAGER.
What Governor Howard of Rhode Island says:
Phenix, R. L, March 27, 1875.
Densmore, Yost & Co.:

Gentlemen—W& havenowhad the Type-Writer about
a month, and are entirely satisfied with it. - There can
be no doubt in regard to its usefulness. When I saw
the advertisement of the machine originally I had little
faith in it. An examination surprised me, but not so
much as the practical working has. We have no
trouble whatever with it, and it is almost constantly
in operation. I think that it must rank with the great
beneficial inventions of the century. Very truly
yours,
HENRY HOWARD.
Morristown, June 29,1875.

Densmore, Yost & Co.:
Gentlemen—Type-Writer which I bought of you
last March I have used ever since, and I wish to ex
press my sense of its very great practical value. In
the first place, it keeps in the most perfect order, never
failing in doing its work. I find also, after having
used it for four months, that I am able to write twice
as fast as with the pen, and with far greater ease. The
mechanical execution has become so far instinc ive
that it takes fur less of the attention of the mind than
was the case with the pen, leaving the whole power of
the thought to be concentrated on the composition,
the result of which is increased vigor and strength of
expression. The result is also so far better than the
old crabbed chirography that it is a great relief both
to myself and to my correspondent's. The sermons
written in this way are read with perfect ease bv in
valids and those who for any cause are Kept from
church on Sunday, which fills a want often felt by
ministers. And altogether, if I could not procure
another, I would not part with this machine for a
thousand dollars; in fact, I think money is not to be
weighed against the relief of nerve and brain that it
brings. Yours, very truly,
JOHN ABBOTT FRENCS,
Pastor First Pres. Ch., Morristown, N. J.

Every one desirous of escaping the drudgery of the
pen is cordially invited to call at our store and learn
to use the Type-Writer. Use of machines, paper
and instructons FREE.
All kinds of copying done upon the Type-Writer.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

DENSMORE, YOST & CO.,
General Agents, 707 Broadway, N. Y.

A New and Valuable Work.

CHRISTIAMT! AI TIE'BILE
AGAINST

Philosophy & Science.
Dr. J. PILKINGTON, of California, has written a
striking Pamphlet with the above title. A perusal of
its mass of facts will better post and fortify the Lib
eral mind as to ecclesiastical pretensions and the per
secutions of the Church in all ages, than many a more
bulky and ambitious work. Liberal friend, no fitter
work can be selected to hand to your bigoted neighbor
of the Church than this instructive pamphlet. Anx
ious to spread the truth, we have reduced the price of
this work (whcih is elegantly printed in clear type, on
fine white paper), to twenty cents, postage 2 cents. 32
large pages.
INDEPENDENT TRACT SOCIETY.

Publishers, Worcester, Mass,

CHRISTIAN NEW TESTAMENT,
and furnishing a Key for unlocking many of
its Sacred Mysteries, besides comprising the |
History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods.

BY KERSEY GRAVES,
Author of l,The Biography of Satan ” and ‘■‘The Bible
of Bibles ” {comprising a description of
twenty Bibles.)

READ THE TESTIMONY.
From the former publisher of “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin.”
New York, Sept. 1st, 1875.
To the Wakefeld Earth Closet 0b.—Gents:—Among
tbe many useful contrivances of this utilitarian age,
the Earth Closet holds so prominent a place, that to
me it seems strange that it has not been more univer
sally adopted. Having used tbe Wakefieldinmy family
for four years, considering it the best, I can truly say
that, in the absence of the water closet, it is indis
pensable to the health and comfort of any family.
Yours for progress, John H. Jewett.

Nyack, N. Y., August, 31st, 1875 !
Wakefield Earth Closet Co.—We have used one of
your Earth Closets now for near three yeais, and it
has proved to be quite equal to our expectation. We
do not hesitate to say that where there is imperfect
drainage and the lack of water closets, the use of the
Earth Closet seems indispensable for both health and
comfort. And where members of the family are very
young, or where they are weak and in delicate heahh,
we believe that one of your Earth Closets will more
than pay for itself every year. Our feeling is, that we
could not think of doing without yourinv mtion.
A. McElroy Wylie,

Pastor of Presbyterian Church, Nyack, N. Y.
From the leading Hardware House in Rochester
N. Y.
August 28th, 1875.
New York, Sept. 1st, 1875.
Wakefield Earth Closet 0b.—Gents: Your Earth
Having used Earth Closets for some years and know
Closets have given perfect satisfaction, and we recom ing
their great superiority for household purposes over
mend them. Yours truly,
the oi dinary appliances for similar ends, I can cor
Hamilton & Mathews.
dially commend those of the Wakefield Company to
the practical consideration of people who have sani
297, 299, 301, Washington Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
tary reform at heart.
H. S. Drayton,
Ed. Phrenological Journal and Life Illustrated.
August 27, 1875.
Wakefield Earth Closet Ob.—Gents:—I have sold
quite a large number of your Earth Closets during tbe
From Our Home Hygienic Institute of Dansville, N.
last four or five years, and have never beard a com Y., Sept. 1st, 1875.
plaint of one of them. So far as I know, they have all
We have used several of your Earth Closets in and
worked satisfactorily, and accomplished all you claim about
our Institution, and cheerfully accord to them
for them in your pamphlet.
Yours truly,
the
first place, so far as our experience goes, audit has
C. E. Walbridge.
been not inc -nsiderable. For all purposes of neatness,
freedom from smell, and non-liability to get out of re
Office of Brinckerhoff, Turner & Co., No.409 Duane pair,
they are unsurpassed.
Street, N. Y.
Yours very truly,
New York, Aug. 30,1875.
James H. Jackson, Secretary.
Wakefield Evrfh Closet Cb.—Dear Sirs :—Your
Closets and ont-door attachments have fully answered
my purpose, and when worn out, shall hope to supply From D. R. Locke (Nasby), Editor Toledo Blade.
JNew York, Sept. 1st, 1875.
with same make.
Yours truly.
E. A. Brinckerhoff, Englewood, N. J.
I have used one of your best Wakefield Closets for
three or four years at my residence in Toledo, and it is
every way satisfactory. I consider your system every
From the Secretary of the Mutual Benefit Savings way
equal to the Water Closet system, and in some
Bank, No. 1 Center Street, N. Y.
respects superior. It saved me ihe expense of a water
New York, August 25, 1875.
closer, with trouble of bursting and obstructed pipes,
Wakefield Earth Closet 0b.—Gents:—After more and my friends in the country were glad to keep me
than three years daily use of the Wickfield Earth supplied with dry earth, on condition of receiving in
Closet, I have found it fully equal to what is claimed exchange the product of the closet from time to time.
Yours respectfully, D. R. Locke.
for it. I wish every family in the land, lich and poor,
knew experimentally how indispensable this closet is
for cleanliness, healthfulness and solid comfort in a
We have similar letters from the following, among
country home.
Respectfully, G. H. Benedict.
many others:
Dr. Samuel Lynes, Norwalk, Conn,
Emporium, Pa., August 31st, 1875.
JohnP. Thomas, Supt. of the Carolina Military In
* * * It has been a great convenience to my stitute, Charlotte, N. O.
children, day and night, during the severe winter
Ret. J. B. Drury, Ghent, N. Y.
especially. I keep it handy for use in one of the up
Geo. W. Charlotte, Proprietor Atlantic Hotel,
per bed-chambers.
Respectfully,
Beaufort,
N. C.
W. J. Craiger, M. D.
Dr. A. C. Van Epps, “ Valley House,” Binghamton,
Matawan, N. J., Augast 31st, 1875.
N. Y.
Wakefield Earth Closet Go.—Sirs:—Your Earth
E. A. Soule, Passaic, N. J.
Closet i as given perfect satisfaction; in daily use for
A. S. Losee, Brooklyn, N. Y.
two years or more, has never been out of repair. In
preference to out-door travel, or even water-closets;
no offensive pipes to get out of order. In sickness, or
We could multiply such indorsements almost indefi
even perfect health, would recommend it in preference nitely. The above are certainly strong enough to conto any known mode. Yours truly, J. S. Whitlock.
vim e the most skeptical of the entire feasibility of
P. S.—The ladies would part with any piece of fur the dry earth system, and tbe superiority of our
patents. For further information address, enclosing
niture in the house rather than the Earth Closet.
stamp,
J. S. W.

CONTENTS.
Preface; Explanation; Introduction; Address to the
Clergy.
Chap. 1.—Rival Claims of the Saviors.
Chap. 2.—Messianic Prophecies.
Chap. 3.—Prophecies by the figure of a Serpent.
Chap. 4.—Miraculous and Immaculate Conception of
the Gods.
Chap. 5.—Virgin Mothers and Virgin-born Gods.’
Chap. 6.—Stars point out the Time and the Savior’s
Birthplace.
Chap. 7.—Angels, Shepherds and Magi visit the Infant
Savior.
Chap. 8.—The Twenty-fifth of December the Birthday
of the Gods.
Chap. 9.—Titles of the Saviors.
Chap. 10.—The Saviors of Royal Descent but Humble
Birth.
Chap. 11.—Christ’s Genealogy.
Chap. 12.—The World’s Saviors saved from Destruct'k'n in Infancy.
Chap. 13.—The Saviors exhibit Early Proofs of Di
vinity.
Chap. 14.—Tbe Saviors’ Kingdoms not of this World.
Chap. 15.—The Saviors are real Personages.
Chap. 16.—Sixteen Saviors Crucified.
Chap. 17.—The Aphanasia, or Darkness, at the Crucifixiun.
Chap. 18.—Descent of the Saviors into Hell.
Chap. 19.—Resurrection of tne Saviors.
Chap 20.—Reappearance and Ascens.on of the Sav
iors.
Chap. 21.—The Atonement: its Oriental or Heathen
OR,
Origin.
Chap 22 —The Holv Ghost of Oriental Origin.
A Code of Directions for Avoiding most
the Fains and
Chap. 23.—The Divine “Word” of Oriental Origin.
Dangers of Child-bearing.
Chap. 24.—The Trinity very anciently a current Hea
then Doctrine.
EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M. D., Editor of The Herald of Hea : l
Chap. 25.—Absolution, or the Confession of Sins, of
Heathen origin.
Chap. 26.—Origin of Baptism by Water, Fire, Blood,
Contains suggestions of the greatest value.—Tilton's Golden Age.
and the Holy Ghost.
A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend.—N&w
Mail*
Chap. 27.—Tne Sacrament or Eucharist of Heathen
The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.
Origin.
Chap. S;8.—Anointing with Oil of Oriental Origin.
Chap. 29.—How Men, including Jssus Christ, came to
be worshiped as Gods.
Chap. 30.—Sacred Cyc’es explaining the Advent of
BY M. 3L. BlOXLBBOOB^ MI.. 13.
the Gods, the Master-key to the Divinity of Jesus
< hrist.
The hook is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the slightest circumlocution
Chap. 31.—Christianity derived from Heathen and and is more to the point than many larger works.—Yew York Tribune.
Oriental Systems.
One of the best contributions to recent hygienic literacure—Rosfore Daily Advertiser.
Chap. 32.—Three Hundred and Forty-six striking
What is particularly attractive about this book is tbe absence of all hygienic bigotxy.—Christian Begister.
Analogies between Christ and Crishna.
One man’s mother and another man’s wife send me word that these are the most wholesome and practical
Chap. 33 —Apollonius, Osiris and Magus as Gods.
receipts they ever saw.—A?. B. Branson.
Chap. 34.—The Three Pillars of the Christian FaithI am delighted with it.—//. B. Baker, M. D., of Michigan State Board of Health.
Miracles, Prophecies and Precepts.
Sent *>y Mail for S I..
ILsMl.y Alj^om Us Wanted.
Chap. 35.—Logical or Common-sense View of the Doctriee of Divine Incarnation.
Chap. 36.—Philosophical Absurdities of the Doctrine
of the Divine Incarnation.
Chap. 37.—Physiological Absurdities of the Doctrine
What it is and ’What it is not.
of the Divine Incarnation,
Chap. 38.—A Historical View of the Divinity of Jesus
By A. Briggs Davis.
Christ.
Chap. 39.—The Scriptural View of Christ’s Divinity.
COLETA, WHITESIDE CO.,
With an Appendix. This is a pamphlet of 27 pages.
Chap. 40.—A Metonymic View of the Divinity of Jesus
Sound thinkers have already admitted it to rank with
ILLINOIS.
Christ.
the ablest intellectual efforts of the age. Its views on.
Chap. 41.—The Precepts and Practical Life of Jesus
the great theological absurdities of denominational
SPECIAI/OES:
Cy firist
Christianity, on Socialism, and on Love and Marriage
Chao. 42.—Christ as a Spiritual Medium.
BUTTER, CHEESE, AND PURE BREED are at once novel and sound. The work is a challenge
Chap. 43.—Conversion, Repentance and “ Getting Re
to thinkers the world over. All minds seeking rest in
BERKSHIRE SWINE.
gion” of Heathen Origin.
absolute truths of religion, life and love should read
Chap. 44.—The Moral Lessons of Religious History.
this little book.
Cash. Orders Solicited.
Chap. 45.—Conclusion and Review.
The Appendix and Poems are worth the price of the
Note of Explanation.
book. The first edition being nearly exhausted, an
R
eferences.—First National Bank, Sterling, 111.; other is in preparation.
Printed on fine white paper, large
In this work is shown the only possible hope for
12m.o, 380 pages, $2,005 postage 20 cts.
Patterson & Co., Bankers, Sterling, 111.;
Communism on this earth. No reader of Mrs. WoodSend orders to WOODHULL & CLAFLIN, P. O.
hull’s
late articles can afford to remain ignorant of
E.
Brookfield,
Banker,
Rock
Falls,
Box 3,791, New York City.
what is here boldly flung out to the thinking world.
111.; First National Bank,
Send for Catalogues.
■
33R. SMYTHGE’S
Price, post paid, 10 cents. Address
Kasson, Minn.
INDEPENDENT TRACT SOCIETY,
PATENT
Worcester, Mass,

THE WAKEFIELD EARTH CLOSET COMPANY,
36 Dey Street, New York.

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN;
of

“ EATING FOR STRENGTH,” k NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK,

TRUE LOVE;

JOSHUA ANTHONY,

DAIRY FARMER,

“ Household Vinegar-Maker.”

A SURE CURE EOR OOITRE l

Makes Vinegar by a new process in four horns.
Address :

BE. SMYTHE,

|

Hallsport, N, I. J

Sent by mail for Five Dollars. A cure warranpd in
all cases, or money refunded. Address,
DR. E. L. ROBERTS,
Marshall, Mich,
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GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE
S

The Keenest Satire of Modern
Times.

The Drama of Deceit.

HORT AND FAST LINE ACROSS THE CONTINENT BY THE OLD ESTAB-

llshed and Pooular Route via
The ERIE RAILWAY to SUSPENSION BRIDGE ;
The GREAT WESTERN OF CANADA t0 Detroit;
The MICHIGAN CENTRAL to Chicago;
The CHICAGO, BURLINGTON and QUINCY to Kansas City, St. Joseph, Lincoln, Omaha and
to all points in the great North and Southwest.
n 'hrough without change of cars, from New York to Chicago. One change to Omaha, and that in the
Jthe Michigan Central in Chicago, from which the C., B. and Q. departs. The hours’ time consumed
Depot, ,erg j 0Ther rouresto Chicago from the East or West in transferring from depot to depot, is saved
by traye
^ !n, flais ronte |;0
their meals—an advantage over all other routes which deservedly makes
by passen A D0 }lllai, and the best patronized line of travel across the Continent,
it the most v 1
m
n kcKErs to all important towns, a a l general information may he obtained at the Company’s
ofitaJ^sS^Broav.
(corner of Leonard street). New York.

Time-Table.
WESTWARD FROM NEW YORK,

CoAidensed

Via Erie & M’ieh? Central & Great Western R. R’s
ISzpress.

fi.30 a. ar. 110.45 A. M. Lv 23d Street, N. Y...
“ c'.hambers street....
“ Jersey City..........
11.15 “
9.15
“ IIomDUsville....... t.
1.50 “
8.30 “
“ Buffalo....................
12.05 A. st. 8.10 “
1.10 A.-31. 1.35 P. M. Lv Suspension Bridge.
Ar Hamilton.............
2.55 “
2.45
“ London........----d. 55
5.35 “
“ Detroit..... ............
10.00 “
9.40 “
“ Jackson..... ..........
1.00
A.
M.
12.15 P. M.
Chicago..................
8.00 “
8.00 “
5.30 A- _ M. 11.50 A. M. Ar Milwaukee..........
Ar Prairie dn Chein.
.8.55 P. M.
7.05 a. M Ar LaCrosse........
Ar St. Paul.
Ar St. Louis
8.15 A. M.
Ar Sedaiia........
6.40 P. st.
Denison__ __
8.00 “
Galveston.....
10.45 “
Ar
Bismarck...,
11.00 P. si.
“ Columbus....
5.00 A. Si.
“
Little
Rock..
7.30 P. M.
Ar Burlington__
8.50'A. MOmaha.......... .
11.00 P. MCheyenne......
Ogden..... —
San Francisco..
—— Ar Galesburg ....
“ Quincey .....
11.15 “
“ St. Joseph...,
10.00 “
“ Kansas City..
10.40 P. M.
“ Atchison .....
11.00 “
Leavenworth.
12.10 “
“ Denver..........
7.00 A. M.

Ly 23d Street, N. Y....
Chambers street....
Jersey Citv.............
Hornellsville...........
Buffalo... .......—
Lv Susnensiou Bridge.
Hamilton................
At
London................. •
.Detroit....................
Jackson...................
Chicago................
Ar Milwaukee........ .
Ar Prairie du Chein..
Ar La Crosse...........
Ar St. Paul...............
At St. Louis.............
Ar Sedaiia..........
Denison..........
Galveston.......
Bismarck......
Columbus__
Little Rock...
Burlington. ..
Omaha...........
Cheyenne........
Ogden.............
San Francisco.
r Galesburg.......
Quincy...........
St. Joseph.......
Kansas City...
Atchison.........
Leavenworth..
Denver...........

A Satire in Verse on the

Rev.

6.45
7.00
7.20
7.40
11.45
1.35
2.55
5.55

10.00

1.00

8.00

11.50

Henry Ward Beecher,

and tlie Arguments ot his Apologists
In the Great Scandal;

DRAMATIS PERSONA].
Rev. H. W. Beecher.................... ,. .Theodore Tilton.
Deacons of Plymouth Church__ ____F. D. Moulton.
C. Woodhull.
Chiefs of the great journals........ • j1 V.
G. F. Train.
:
Jonathan,”
one of
Lawyer “Sam.”.........................-j the people, etc.
Mrs. E. R. Tilton.

The recent test of Fire-Proof Safes
by the English Government proved
the superiority of Alum Filling. No
other Safes filled with

Alum and Plaster-of-Paris.

MJLRVm & CO.,
265 Broadway, N. Y.,
729 Chestnut St«, Phila.

Mem 'W
Mail.
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p. st.
“
“
“
Exprss*
“
9.50 p. ns
“
“
11.20
“
2.85 a. m.
“
7.00
A. M. 11.30
“
1.45 p. m.
A. M. 5 30 a. m.
8.55 pi m.
7.05 a. in.
a. si.

The Independent Tract Society have now ready
in fine covers, the above startling amphlet, show
ing in vivid colors real lipe
“BEHIND THE SCENES”
in the greatest scandal of any age!
The “ways that were dark, and the tricks that
proved vain,” are here exposed to the glaring light of
the day.
The inimitable arguments of “Jonathan;” his pri
vate opinions publicly expressed, are like nothing
since the “ Bigelow Papers.”
The readers of Woodhull and Claplin’s Weekly
will find in this brochure the great principles of Social
Freedom pungently set forth without the slightest
flummery.
In short, it will he read everywhere and by every
body, in cars, on steamboat, in the woods of Maine,
and on the Western plains, in cabin and in castle.
Price : prepaid by mail, 15 cents per single copy;
per 100, $10.
WANTED.—First-class Canvassers, to whom splen
did commission will he paid.
SELLS AT SIGHT!
Address all orders to
INDEPENDENT TRACT SOCIETY,

Box 37, Worcester, Mass.

A. Briggs Davis, Sec. and Treas.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.
x
THE GREAT TRUNK LINE
AND UNITED STATES MAIL ROUTE.
8.15 P. si.
Trains leave New York, from foot of Desbrosse
and Cortlandt streets, as follows:
6.50 A. M.
Express for Harrisburg, Pittsburgh, the West and
8.00 “
South,
with Pullman Palace Cars attached, 9:30 A. M.,
10.00 “
SAVE THE WOMEN AND CHILDREN 5 and 8:30 P.M. Sunday, 5 and 8:30 P. M.
12.01 p. si.
For
Baltimore,
Washington and the South, Limited
THE SICK AND INFIRM!
6.30 “
Washington Express of Pullman Parlor cars, daily,
except
Sunday,
at
9:30 a. M.; arrive at Washington
FROM
4:10 P. M. Regular at 8:40 A. M., 3 and 9 P. M. Sun
7.00 P. si.
EXPOSURE
AND
DI8G0MF0R1.
day,
9
P.
M.
7.45 A. si.
for Philadelphia, 8:40, 9:30 A. M., 12:30, 3,
12.50 P. si.
Abolish that Nuisance in the back yard, hy 4, Express
4:10, 5, 7, 8:30, 9 P. M., and 12 night. Sunday, 5, 7,
5.30 “
using the
8:30 and 9 P. M. Emigrant and second class, 7 P. M.
8.30 “
For Newark at 6:30, 7:20, 7:40, 8, 9, 10, 11 A. M., 12
4.45 p. si.
M., 1, 2, 2:30, 3:10, 3:40, 4:10, 4:30, 5,5:20, 5:40, 6, 6:10,
9.45 “
6:30, 7, 7:30, 8:10, 10, 11:30 P. M., and 12 night. Sun
8.10 A. si.
day, 5:20, 7 and 8:10 P. M.
9.25 “
For Elizabeth, 6, 6:30, 7:20, 7:40, 8, 9, 10 A. Ml., 12
11.17 “
M.,
1, 2, 2:30, 3:10, 3:40, 4:10, 4:30, 4:50, 5:20, 5:40. 6,
12.40 noon.
6:10, 6:30, 7, 7:30, 8:10, 10, 11:30 P. M., and 12 night.
Sunday, 5:20, 7 and 8:10 P. M.
For Rahway, 6. 6:30, 7:20, 8, 10 A. M., 12 M., 1, 2,
2:30,3:10, 3:40,4:10, 4:30, 4:50, 5:20,5:40, 6, 6:10, 6:30, 7,
8:10,10 P. M. and 12 night. Sunday, 5:20 and 7 P. M.
For Woodridge, Perth Amboy, and South Amboy,
6 and 10 A. M., 2:30, 4:50 and 6 P. M,
For New Brunswick, 7:20 and 8 A. M., 12 M., 2, 3:10,
4:30, 5:20, 6:10, 7 P. M., and 12 night. Sunday, 7
9 15 x. si.—Day Express from Jersey City (daily except Sunday), with Pullman’s Drawing-Room Cars
P. M.
and connecting at Suspension Bridge with Pullman's Palace Sleeping Cars, arriving at Chicago 8.00 p. m
For East Millstone, 12 noon, 3:10 and 4:30 P. M.
the following day in time to take the meriting trains from there.
For Lambertville and Flemington, 9:30 A. M., and
7 20 p m.-—Night Express from Jersey City (daily), with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, runs through to The Cheapest and Best! The Latest and Simplest P. M.
Improvement! A Child can Manage it.
Chicago withoufchange, arriving there at 8.00 a. m., giving passengers ample tune for breakfast and take
For PhiUipsburg and Belvidere, 9:30 A. M., 2 ana
Handsome, Durable, Odorless.
the morning trains to all points West, Northwest and Southwest.
P. M.
Price, $16 to $25.
For Bordentown, Burlington and Camden, 7:20 and
9:30 A. M., 12:30, 2, 4, 4:10 and 7 P. M.
Send for a circular to the
For Freehold, 7:20 A. M., 2 and 4:10 P. M.
WAIOSFIKIL© EARTH CLOSET CO.,
For Farmingdale and Squad, 7:20 A. M. and 2 P. M.
CONNECTIONS OF ERIE RAILWAY WITH MAIN LINES AND BRANCHES OF
36 DEY STREET N. Y.
For Hightstown, Pemberton and Camden, via Perth.
Amboy, 2:30 P. M. For Hightstown and Pemberton,

Through.

Michigan

Sleeping

Car

7.05

7.00 A. si.

Arrangements

Central & Great Western Railways.

at

St. Catharines, with Welland Railway, for Port Colbome.
. i H Muilton, with branch for Toronto and intermediate stations; also with branch to Port Dover.
At Harr‘'HuS. with fcraQCh for Galt, Guelph, Southampton and intermediate stations.
At Pa-is with G. W. R. branch for Brantford and with Goderich branch Grand Trunk RaUway.
41 r ntm’nn uritri branch for Petrolia and Sarnia. Also with Port Stanley Branch for Port Stanley, an
Jailv line of steamOrM from there to Cleveland.
4 *. -rw-mt with Detroit & Milwaukie Railway for Port Huron, Branch Grand Trunk Railway. Also De
,roit L?nstagVLie SLfn R R to Howard and intermediate stations. Also Detroit & Bay City R. E.
Branch Lake S. & M. tb K. R. to Toledo.
At Wayne with Flhht & Pere M. R. R. to Plymouth, Holy, etc.
it xrrViWi with Detroit, Hillsdale & Eel River R. Rs, for Manchester, Hillsdale, Banker’s, Waterloo
Columbia City! & Manchester, Denver and IndianapoUs.
* f Tor.irar.ri with Crami iTiver Yallev Branch, for Eaton Rapids, Charlotte, Grand Rapids, Ntmcia, PentAu
G and
v
with’Air Line for rfomer, Nottowa, Three Rivers and Cassopolis.
water, and all “ter^^ate sta. o
Brancll for Lansing, Owosso, Saginaw, Wenoua, Standish, Crawford
W.yne
Saginaw R. S. for Jone.rille, W.Woo,
Wayne, and Fort Wayne, Muncie & Cm. R. R. to Cincinnati.
At Battle Creek, with Peninsular IR. R.
„
A /Kalamazoo, with South Haven Branch, to
J^^ancCf L^T* m! Also with G. Rapids & Ini.
S. R.
, R. foKcTamTake'and intermediate stations. Also with Branch of L. S. & M
At Lawton, with Paw Paw R. R. for Paw Paw.
M NewB^So^th eScigo&Mich. Lake B.

WJkTRQUS EARTH CLOSET,

R. R. lor St. Joseph, Holland, Muskegon, Pentwater and

THE COMMUNIST
Is published monthly by the Friendship Communitt,
of Dallas County, Missouri, and devoted to Liberal
Communism and Social Reform. Fifty cents a year.
Specimen copies sent free. More members wanted.
Address Alcander Longley, Room 39, 203 N. Third
st., St. Louis, Mo.

A Great Curiosity.
THE PENDULUM ORACLE. Answers any ques
tion correctly and at one. The most amusing thing
of the age. Copyright secured. Price 50 cents; by
rriflil 60 cents. D. DOUBLEDAY, 684 Sixth ave.,
New York.

TRIANGLE PHYSICIANS.

6 AM.

Ticket offices 526 and 944 Broadway, 1 Astor House,
and foot of Desbrcsses and Cortlandt streets; 4 Court
street, Brooklyn; and 114,116 and 118 Hudson street,
Hoboken. Emigrant ticket office, 8 Battery Place.
Frank Thompson,
D. M. BOYD, Jr.,
General Manager.
General Passenger Ag’t.

HULL’S CRUCIBLE.
A WIDE AWAKE SPIRITUALISTIC &
SOCIAL REFORM JOURNAL. _
Prominent among the Reforms advocated In HULL’S
CRUCIBLE are the following:
1. Reform in Religion, such as shall do away with
many of the outward forms and restore the power of
godliness.
2. Reforms in the Government, such as shall do
away with the rings, cliques and monopolies, and
all matters concerning the government of the people
into the hands of the people.
3. Reforms regulating the relation of capital and
labor, such as shall secure to labor, the producer of
capital, the control of capital.
4. Reforms regnla'dag the relations of the sexes to
each other, such as shall secure to every member of
each sex the entire control of their own person, and
place prostitution, in or out of marriage, for money or
any other cause, out of the question.
Any thought calculated to benefit humanity,
whether coming under any of the above or any other
propositions, will find a cordial welcome in tbe
columns of Hull’s Crucible,
Hull’s Crucible joins hands with all reforms and
reformers of whatever school, and welcomes any
ideas, however unpopular, cacnlated to benefit hu
manity.
Those interested in a live Reformatory Jouma are
invited to hand in their subscriptions.

All diseases growing out of false conjugal relations
will receive especial attention. Our combined mediumship, shut from the outer world in our cabinet, will
ago R. R.
generate a compound element, Magnetized and SpiritA t Lake, with Joliet Branch to Joliet.
r alized, that will prove an elixir of life that we can
At Chicago, with all railroads diverging.
VALUABLE DISCOVERY.-Dr. J. P. Miller, a i mpart to our patients.
practicing physician at 327 Spruce street, Phila
Magnetized Belts for all parts of the system.
delphia, has discovered that the extract of cranberries
Batteries for the head, hands and feet. Paper,
and
hemp
combined
cures
headache,
either
bilious,
Dured Without tbe Knife or Pain. dyspeptic, nervous or sick headache, neuralgia and Powders and Liquid Medicines prepared, Electricized,
nervousness. This is a triumph in medical chemistry, Magnetized and Spiritualized in a single or double
and sufferers all over the country are ordering by
mail. He prepares it in pills at 50 cents a box. The Triangle Cabinet as the patient may desire. The
A SPECIALTY FOR TWENTY YEARS. Doctor is largely known and highly respected.—PAifa- Guardian Spirits ofjevery patient.vvill be requestedfto
delphia Bulletin.
accompany the Medicine and aid by their, influence.
Three strong Healing Mediums will sit in the cabinet
For seven years Professor of j. Obstetrics and
liseases of Women in a New York Medical College.
with an electric apparatus when the medicines are pre
pared. We shall observe all inspirational conditions
PROF. J. M. COMINS, M. D ,
TERMS.
that will insure a full flow from our Spiritual Battery,
345 JLexington Avenue,
and require the same of our patients. The age, sex,
One subscription, 52numbers........... $2 60
PsycboiEietrlst and Clairvoyant,
married or single, with some of the prominent symp
“
“
26
“
.................. 150
ISTEIW YORK.
toms and conditions of the system, will he required.™
“
“
13
“
.......... 0 65
wan give
One Dollar for a single prescription. Sent by mail A few select advertisement will be admittep on rea
Diagnosis of disease for........ $1 00.,, by letter $1 50
Diagnosis Pnd prescription for 1 50---18
2 00 or express. A Stamp must accompany all letters. sonable terms. Anything known lv he a humbug,
a d not as represented, will not be aamitted as as
Sower has been given me t® deHneate .character, to Delineation of character__ 1 00—
“
1 50 Address,
escribe ;the mental and spiritual capacities of per Will speak one hour entranced on destiny of ap>
a vertisement at any price.
ms, and sometimes to indicate their future and their
plicant for........................... .
1 00
AU i<etterss Money Orders and Drafts should be adDR. GRAHAM & CO., P. O. Box 76,
jst locations for health, harmony and business, Written acconntof past, present and future,**** 1)50
arsons desiring aid of this sort will please send me Send age and ses.
<
Woses hum & co., J
l Iroquois, Iroquois Co., Elmois, diesced ^
ieir handwriting, state age and sex, and inclose $2. ATO ORA, Kano.Qo., DL8’B0S 1,071,
^AtKhScit^thIndianapolis, Peru ii

~CANCER

S- Also with Louisville, New Albany & CM-

A

Diseases of Females

MRS. REBECCA MESSENGER,

PSYGEOMETRY. '

#©H8f M,

MW Mk 1mm, street,

8U

m$'m f

